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INTRODUCTION
The application of the microcomputer to illumination
engineering has enhanced the development of the
profession. Prior to the use of microcomputers, regular
detailed analysis and modeling were next to impossible
because of the magnitude of calculations required. The
only type of analysis that was practical was average
illuminance (re: types of analysis p. 5) which still took a
great deal of time on projects with many rooms. Now
lighting designers can know much more accurately how their
designs will perform and adjust them accordingly, improving
the lighting system.
With microcomputers becoming commonplace with
practitioners in the lighting industry, a large number of
software packages are now available. Many manufacturers of
lighting fixtures, as well as engineering software and
lighting software companies have software available ranging
in price from free to thousands of dollars and ranging in
capability from a worthless to a valuable tool.
This detailed evaluation of interior lighting
analysis and design software for use on microcomputers is
an attempt to summarize the following for users of lighting
software: what software is available, from where it is
available, the software's capabilities, and positive and
negative aspects of the software. Each software package
(2)
will be evaluated using a common standard room (re: p. Al)
and a common standard light fixture with standard lamp and
ballast, with the exception of the evaluation of CALC-L and
ICON/ECON. Fixture photometries for the standard fixture
were not available for these programs at the time of
evaluation. Also, the MC2 Electric Lighting Design
package was a demonstration disk, which did not allow for
printed output of the standard evaluation room.
Each software package will be summarized as to the
following categories:
1. Cost
2. Required hardware
3. Memory space
4. Analysis type
5. Ease of data input
6. Ease of data revision
7. Program output
8. Speed
9. Documentation
10. Help screens
11. Program support
12. Fixture photometric files
13. Number of different fixture types per room
14. Quantity of rooms
15. Room shapes
(3)
16. Room reflectances
17. Graphics
18. Other program capabilities
Program files information and examples of input and output
are included in the appendixes.
The computer used for this evaluation will be a
Zenith 158 with a 8087 math coprocessor chip and a 20HB
hard drive. The printer will be a JDL which can be
configured as an Epson printer or an Okidata 192 plus
configured as an IBM printer.
(4)
TYPES OF INDOOR LIGHTING ANALYSIS
The purpose of this section of the report is to give
the reader a general understanding of the types of lighting
analysis available. The following are types of analyses
that are computed by the software included in this report.
AVERAGE ILLUHINANCE (LUMEN OR ZONAL CAVITY METHOD) is a
method of analysis that represents the Illuminance of an
average of all points on a working plane in an interior
space. This type of analysis is valid only if luminaires
(fixtures) are spaced to obtain reasonably uniform
illuminance. Illuminance is measured in footcandles.
ILLUMINANCE AT A POINT (DIRECT COMPONENT) is the amount
of luminous flux (the time rate flow of light) that is
incident on a point coming directly from the luminaire.
This type of analysis does not include luminous flux
reflected from room surfaces.
ILLUHINANCE AT A POINT (INDIRECT COMPONENT) is the amount
of luminous flux (the time rate flow of light) incident on
a point reflected from wall surfaces. This type of analysis
does not include luminous flux coming directly from the
<3>
luminaire. Walls are broken up into small areas and
treated as light fixtures. The amount of luminous exitance
(luminous flux leaving the wall) is equal to the amount of
luminous flux coming to the point times the reflectance of
the surface.
VISUAL COMFORT PROBABILITY (VCP) is the metric used to
evaluate discomfort glare caused by luminaires directly in
the field of view. VCP is an estimator of the probability
that an observer will accept a lighting system as
comfortable when viewed under defined conditions. VCP is
interpreted as that percentage of a large observer
population which would accept the lighting system as
comfortable under the defined conditions.
EQUIVALENT SPHERE ILLUMINATION (ESI) is a tool that is
used in determining the effectiveness of controlling
veiling reflections and is part of the evaluation of
lighting systems. The ESI of a visual task at a specific
location in a room, illuminated with a specific lighting
system is defined as that level of perfectly diffuse
(sphere) illuminance which makes the visual task as visible
in the sphere as it is in the real lighting environment.
(6)
RELATIVE VISUAL PERFORMANCE (RVP) is the observers
performance of a defined task for a given combination of
contrast and luminance expressed relative to the maximum
performance observed under the best of contrast and
luminance conditions.
LUMINOUS EXITANCE is the density of luminous flux leaving
a surface at a point. Luminous exitance values are
required to determine the indirect component of illuminance
at a point as discussed above.
LUMINANCE is the density of luminous intensity in the
direction of viewing. Luminance of a surface helps to
build a model of an observer's perception of that surface.
(7)
LUH-H Version
Globe Illumination Company
R. H. Horner and Assoc.
7681 Danube Drive
Huntington Beach, California
(714) 842-4403
Coat : Free
Required Hardware t Ho special requirements
Memory spaces 219K (ret p. CD
Analysis typei Average Illuminance (ret p. S>
Ease of data input I LUH-H is easy to use but all the data
must be input for every room. A set of default values is
given but cannot be changed (ret p. C4>. After the first
screen is completed, a second screen comes up with
calculated cavity ratios and reflectances and asks for two
coefficients of utilization which must be input manually
(ret p. C6>. The program then interpolates between the
coefficients of utilization and requires the input of
(8)
either the required footcandlea or the quantity of fixtures
(re: p. C7>.
Ease of data revision I Data revision is very easy with
LUH-H. Files can be stored on floppy disks or on a hard
drive and can be retrieved and revised at any time. Just
call up the file and change any data necessary.
Calculations are shown on the screen and the quantity of
fixtures or the coefficient of utilization can be changed
immediately if desired. There is no way of getting a list
of the filed room from the program.
Program Output! The program output gives all of the
numbers necessary and then some (rei p. C8>.
Speed: The program is very fast, screens come up very
quickly, cursor movement is fast and flexible, and
calculations are fast. The screens must be gone through in
order though and each item entered which slows down the
process.
Documentation: The program comes with no documentation.
A small manual would be helpful. There are several options
in the main menu that need some documentation. It is not
obvious what their functions are.
(9)
Help Screenai No help acreena are provided.
Prograa Support! A phone number is provided but the
program once understood needs little aupport.
Fixture photometric fileal LUM-H haa no photometric
files. All fixture photometrica must be inputted manually
for each room.
Nuaber of different fixture typea per room: LUM-H allows
only one fixture type per room.
Quantity of room This program can handle only one room
at a time.
Room Shapeai Rooms roust be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floora and ceilinga.
Room reflectanceet The prograa allows one reflectance for
all valla, one for the ceiling and one for the floor.
Graphical None.
(10)
Others LUH-H has other helpful capabilities. It has
the capability to create a lighting table for a selected
fixture (re: p. C9>. This table gives values for square
feet per fixture at different room cavity ratios. LUH-H
vill create coefficient of utilization tables from manually
imputed lumen or candle power curves. LUH-H also has
economic analysis capabilities.
(11)
CALC-L Version 1.1
Lithonia Lighting
P.O. Box A
Conyers, Georgia 30207
(404) 922-9000
Coat : Free
Required Hardware i Mo special requirements
Memory space I 490. SK for the programs, 312. 6K for the
fixture files with approximately 600 fixtures, and 200K for
lamp files, (ret p. Dl
>
Analysis type: Average Illuminance (re: p. 5)
Ease of data input t CALC-L is easy to use but all the
data must be input for every room. A set of default values
is given for the room reflectances but cannot be changed
(re: p. D3>. After the first screen is completed (re: p.
D4> the room cavity ratio and the coefficient of
utilization are calculated (re: p. DS>. CALC-L then
prompts for the deeired number of fixtures, desired
illumination level or the desired spacing (re: p. D6>.
(12)
Ease of data revision: Data revision while at ill in the
program is easy vith CALC-L, but files cannot be stored for
later retrieval. Calculations are done on the screen and
the quantity of fixtures, illumination level, or spacing
can be changed immediately if desired.
Prograa Output) The program output gives all of the
numbers necessary without going into to much detail (re:
pp. D5-D6).
Speed i The program is fairly fast, screens come up
quickly, cursor movement is fairly fast but not at all
flexible, and calculations are fast. However, the screens
must be gone through in order and each item entered,
slowing down the process.
Documentation i The program comes with a large boxed
manual which is easy to use and helpful.
Help Screens) RAH resident help screens are available at
a few times in the prograa but not throughout the prograa.
Program Support) A phone number is provided but the
program once understood needs little support.
(13)
Fixture photometric files: CALC-L has non-standard
photometric files and can use only the approximately 600
Lithonia Lighting fixtures provided with the software.
Number of different fixture types per room: CALC-L allows
only one fixture type per room.
Quantity of rooms I This program can handle only one room
at a time.
Room Shapes) Rooms must be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floors and ceilings.
Room reflectances > The program allows one reflectance for
all walls, one for the ceiling and one for the floor.
Graphics! None.
Other « CALC-L has other helpful capabilities. It has
the capability to analyze lighting economics, relighting
economics, and wiring economics.
(14)
DATA LIGHT 1
Lighting Technical Support
General Electric Company
Hela Park
Cleveland, Ohio 44112
(216) 266-3900
Coat s free
Required Hardware! Ho special requirements
Memory apace: 7SK for programs, 5K for data files with 12
light sources, (re: p. El)
Analysis type: Illuminance at a Point - Direct Component
(ret p. S). Data Light 1 vill calculate illumination
levels on horizontal or vertical surfaces only.
Ease of data input I Data Light makes it very easy to
input data. The program asks questions leading the user
through the program (re: pp. E2-E12). Once the lamp is
selected the program asks if the surface being illuminated
is vertical or horizontal, the distance from the source to
the surface, the aiming angle, and the location of the
point of interest.
(IS)
Ease of data raviaiom After a point is calculated a
revision screen ia pulled up (re: pp. E9, E13), allowing
revisions of the point of interest, aiming angle, or
distance. Data Light 1 has no capability for filing data
for later use, but the program is so simple that it is
easier to reinput the data than it would be to retrieve the
filed data.
Program Output i The program output (re: pp. E15-E16) is
good. It gives all of the input data, the illumination
level at the aiming point and at the point of interest.
The graphic output makes visualization of the numbers easy.
Speed i The program is very fast, screens come up quickly,
and calculations are fast.
Documentation! The program comes with two pages of
documentation instructing the user on loading the
aoftware. Once the program is loaded the software is self
explanatory.
Help Screens! Help screens are not available on this
program but the program is so straightforward that none are
needed.
(16)
Program Support i GE'a Lighting Technical Support ia
available for help, but help is rarely needed.
Photometric files: DATA LIGHT 1 uses standard IES
photometric files. The program comes with sixteen (IS) of
GE'e MR 16 lamps vith no provisions for adding additional
photometric files.
Number of different fixture types per room: Data Light
calculates an illumination level from only one fixture at a
time; multiple fixtures of different types or the same
type cannot be used.
Quantity of rooms : This program calculates an
illumination level for only one point at a time. This
program is used for display, merchandise, or accent
lighting, not general room lighting. The quantity of rooms
does not apply.
Room Shapes i Data Light vill calculate illumination
levels on any horizontal or vertical surface irrespective
of the shape of the room.
(17)
Room ref lectancesi This program calculates only the
direct component of the light. Room reflectances are
irrelevant.
Graphics s (re: pp. El 5, E16)
Otheri Data Light 1 also has the capability of printing
candlepover curves for all of the sixteen lamps (re: p.
E14).
(18)
ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN PROGRAM
HC A2 Engineering Software
8107 Southwest 72 Ave. STE 42S
Miami, Florida 33143
(305) 66S-0100
Coat I $495
Required Hardware t No special requirements
Memory space! 277. SK for programs, 62. 5K for fixture data
files with approximately 100 fixtures and 4K for lamp data
files with approximately 40 lamps (re: p. Fl).
Analysis typet Average Illuminance (re: p. S)
Ease of data inputs HC A 2 Electric Lighting Design's data
input can be cumbersome. The program is menu driven and
easy to follow (re: p. F2>, but data must be inputted in
order and all data must be inputted for every room. There
are no default values. The data that must be input (re: p.
F4> are the room number, room name, length, width, cavity
depth, design footcandles, fixture type, lamp type and
maintenance factor. Fixture data must be input manually
(19)
(re: pp. F7-F9) although thla must be done only once per
fixture and ia then saved for future projects.
Ease of data revision: Data revision is fairly easy vith
this program. Files can be stared on floppy disks or on a
hard drive and can be retrieved and revised at any time.
Just call up the file, insert the room number of the room
that needs to be revised and go through all of the input
values. Calculations are sent to the printer. After
getting the printout, revisions can be made to the quantity
of fixtures (re: p. F5).
Program Output) The program output gives 3 pages for each
room (re: pp. F10-F14) including a dimensioned plan vith
possible locations for fixtures. Much of the data are hard
to use, especially if the room has constraints such as a
grid ceiling in which the fixtures must be installed.
Speed: The program is fast, screens come up quickly,
cursor movement is fast but not at all flexible. The
calculations are sent to the printer so output is slow.
(20)
Documentation: The program comes with a 13 page readme
file, but the program ia so easy to use that it is really
not used.
Help Screens t RAM resident help screens are available for
one or two items but not throughout the program.
Program Support! HC A 2 Engineering Software is available
for help but help is rarely needed.
Fixture photometric files: This program uses non-standard
photometric files. Approximately 100 fixture photometries
come with the program but any additional fixtures that may
be desired must be inputted manually. HC*2 Electric
Lighting Design photometric files are not readily available
from the fixture manufactures.
Number of different fixture types per room: This program
allows only one fixture type per room.
Quantity of rooms: This program can handle up to 100
rooms per project.
Room Shapes: Rooms must be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floors and ceilings.
(21)
Room reflectances: The program does not allow for
different reflectances. Different reflectances can be
handled by adding fixture files at different reflectances
but the program cannot Interpolate between reflectances nor
does the program determine reflectances of the floor or
celling cavities.
Graphical (re: p. FID
(22)
ICON/ECON Version 2.
Hetalux Lighting
P. 0. Box 1207
Americus, Georgia 31709
(912) 924-8000
Coat: $60
Required Hardware: ICON/ECON requires a graphics adapter
and graphics printer
Heaory spaces 350K for programs, 142K for fixture data
file with approximately S80 fixtures, 24K for ballast data
files with 94 ballasts, and 14K for lamp data files with
approximately 250 lamps (re: p. Gl).
Analysis type: Average illuminance (re: p. 5)
Ease of data input: ICON/ECON 's data input can be
cumbersome. The program is menu driven and easy to follow
(re: p. G2), but data must be inputted in order and all
data must be inputted for every room. There are no default
values. The data that must be input (re: pp. G3-G7) are
the room number, room name, length, width, cavity depth,
(23)
design footcandles, fixture type, lamp type and maintenance
factor. Fixture data must be input manually (re: p. Gil)
although this must be done only once per fixture and is
then saved for future projects.
Ease of data revision I Data revision is fairly easy with
this program. Files can be stored on floppy disks or on a
hard drive and can be retrieved and revised at any time.
Just call up the file, insert the room number of the room
that needs to be revised and go through all of the input
values. Calculations are sent to the printer. After
getting the printout, revisions can be made to the quantity
of fixtures (re: p. GS).
Program Output: The program output gives 3 pages for each
room (re: pp. G12-G13) including a dimensioned plan with
possible locations for fixtures. This plan was not able to
be printed successfully with the equipment used to evaluate
this program. Much of the data is hard to use especially
if the room has constraints such as a grid ceiling that the
fixtures must be installed. The program has an optional 2
page description, identifying all of the output values (re:
pp. G14-G1S)
(24)
Speed: The program is fast, screens come up quickly,
cursor movement is fast but not at all flexible. The
calculations are sent to the printer so output is slov.
Documentation: The program comes vith a large boxed
manual which is easy to use and very helpful.
Help Screens! RAH resident help screens are available for
one or two items but not throughout the program.
Program Support: Hetalux Lighting Applications
Engineering is available for help but help is rarely
needed.
Fixture photometric files > ICON/ECON uses non-standard
photometric files. Approximately S80 fixture photometries
come with the program but any additional fixtures that may
be desired must be inputted manually. ICON/ECON
photometric files are not readily available from the
fixture manufactures.
Number of different fixture types per rooai ICON/ECON
allows only one fixture type per room, although six
fixtures can be calculated but not combined.
(25)
Quantity of room This program can handle only one room
at a time.
Roon Shapest Rooms must be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floors and ceilings.
Room reflectances: ICON/ECON allows for one reflectance
for the ceiling and the floor. Three different
reflectances can be used for the vails, one for the area
above the light fixtures, one for the vail area betveen the
fixtures and the working plane, and one for the vail area
belov the working plane. The program does determine and
use reflectances of the floor cavities.
Graphics! Graphics vere not able to be successfully
printed vith the equipment used to evaluate this program
(26)
ELITE LIGHTING (ZONAL CAVITY) Version 3.0
Elite Software Development Inc.
P. 0. Drawer 1194
Bryan, Texaa 77806
(409) 846-2340
Coat i S495
Required Hardware: No special requirements
Memory apace: 370K for programs, 18SK for fixture data
file with approximately 95 fixtures (re: p. HI)
Analysis type: Average illuminance (re: p. 5)
Ease of data input: Elite Lighting makes it very easy to
input data. The program is menu driven and easy to follow
(re: p. H2). A default screen (re: p. H4) allows the user
to set default values for the floor, room, and ceiling
cavity heights as well as the room surface reflectances and
the dirt depreciation factor. These defaults can be
changed in any room without adjusting the default screen by
changing the values in the room input screen (re: p. H5),
but if the values are the same as the default values they
(27)
do not have to be input at all. The only data that must be
Input (re: p. H5) are the room number, room name, length,
width, design footcandles, and fixture type. The only
cumbersome item as far as input goes is the required manual
input of fixture data (re: pp. H6-H9), although this must
be done only once per fixture and is then saved for future
projects.
Ease of data revision I Data revision is very easy vith
Elite Lighting. Files can be stored on floppy disks or on
a hard drive and can be retrieved and revised at any time
very quickly. Just call up the file, insert the room
number of the room that needs to be revised and change any
data necessary. Calculations are shown on the screen and
the quantity of fixtures or the coefficient of utilization
can be changed immediately if desired (re: p. HS)
Program Output: The program output gives all of the
numbers necessary and then some (re: p. HID. The numbers
are hard to quickly identify because there are four data
items and four headings per column. The program will also
print room default data, a light fixture schedule that can
be tailored to any needs, and an economic analysis of up to
three compared systems.
(28)
Speed: The program la very fast, screens come up quickly,
cursor movement is fast and flexible, and calculations are
fast. The program calculates the information on the right
half of the data input screen (re: p. H5> in seconds.
Documentation) The program comes with a fairly small
operations manual, but the program is so easy to use that
it is really not used.
Help Screens I RAH resident help screens are good and very
easy to access. At any point in the program a "?" will
pull up the help for the area that the program was in.
Program Support: Elite Software is available for help but
help is rarely needed.
Fixture photometric filesj Elite Lighting uses
non-standard photometric files. Hany fixture photometries
come with the program but any additional fixtures that may
be desired must be inputted manually. Elite photometric
files are not readily available from the fixture
manufactures.
(29)
Number of different fixture types per room: Elite
Lighting allows only one fixture type per room, although
three fixtures can be calculated but not combined.
Quantity of rooms: This program can handle up to 999
rooms per project.
Room Shapes: Rooms must be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floors and ceilings.
Room reflectances: The program allovs one reflectance for
all walls, one for the ceiling and one for the floor.
Graphics: None.
(30)
CALA COMPUTER AIDED LIGHTING ANALYSIS Version 6.
5
Holophane Application Engineering
214 Oakvood Avenue
Newark, Ohio 43055
1 (800) 338-1331
Coat! $595
Required Hardware! CALA requires an Epson compatible
printer and a hard disk is recommended. CALA has digitizer
capability but is not required.
Memory apace: 1003K for programs, 2928K for fixture data
file with approximately 900 fixtures (re! p. ID
Analysis type: PreCALA; Average illuminance (re: p. 5),
CALA; Luminous Exitance, and Point Illuminance direct and
indirect components on any surface or plane (re: p. 5).
Eaae of data input: CALA data input is cumbersome at
first, but once the user is familiar with the program it
becomes much easier. The program is menu driven and easy
to follow (re: p. 14). CALA is a sophisticated and precise
tool. Due to its sophistication a large amount of data
(31)
input is required (re: pp. 15-112). First the user must
input project information (re: p. 16), then information
about the cavity for the indirect light component (re: pp.
17-18) which allows panel reflectance changes. After
information about the cavity is complete, CALA prompts for
information about the area of analysis (re: p. 19) and the
location of the analysis area (re: p. 110). These points
can be input manually or with a digitizer. The area of
analysis can be of any shape. Next CALA asks for
information about the luminaires (re: pp. 111-112), their
identification, location and orientation. CALA does not
allow the use of cursor keys on an expanded keyboard, the
numeric keyboard must be used making data input less easy.
CALA at any time in the area of analysis section or
luminaire section will provide a plan view with all areas
and fixtures located of the area simply by striking "D" or
a perspective view by striking "V". This is a valuable
component of CALA because it allows the user to visually
check the input data prior to CALA's detailed analysis.
After every part of the data input CALA checks the data for
errors. This can be annoying at times because it is not
easily understood where the error is. PreCALA's indoor
lighting section is one screen. All information is asked
for on that screen and is very easy to use (re: pp. 12-13).
(32)
Ease of data revision! Data revision is very easy with
CALA. Files can be stored on floppy disks and can be
retrieved and revised at any time. Just call up the file
and make revisions as required. PreCALA cannot store
files, but its purpose is to be a starting point for CALA
and not to analyze the system.
Program Output t The program output gives all of the
numbers necessary and then some. CALA starts with a good
summary page, luminaire information, area of analysis
information, plan view, perspective sketch, luminaire
layout information, cavity surface information, luminous
exitance output, and illuminance values or gray scale
shading (re: pp. 114-129). The illuminance values are
plotted to scale. The scale can be adjusted so that the
data can be overlaid on to a drawing.
Speed: CALA seems to be very slow with the computer used
to evaluate it. Screens come up very slowly at times, and
cursor movement seems to be very slow. The analysis takes
a long time which is to be expected with CALA's detail.
Documentation: The program comes with a large boxed
manual that has sample applications and is very helpful and
easy to understand.
(33)
Help Screens: RAH resident help screens are good and very
easy to access; at any point in the program a "Fl" will
pull up the help for the area that the program was in.
Program Support! Holophane Application Engineering has a
toll free number, welcomes questions, and is very helpful.
Fixture photometric files i CALA uses IES-standard
photometric files. The program comes with approximately
900 photometric files and most manufactures of lighting
fixtures can supply standard IES photometric files on
floppy disks ready for use by CALA.
Number of different fixture types per rooms CALA will
allow up to six different types of fixtures per room.
Quantity of rooms: CALA can handle only one room at a
time.
Room Shapes: Rooms must be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floors and ceilings for CALA to analyze the
indirect component of light.
(34)
Room reflectances: CALA divides the room surfaces into
equal panels to a maximum of 2000. Each of these panels
can have a different reflectance.
Graphical CALA produces plan views and perspective
sketches on the screen and gives hard copies at the
printer. CALA also provides gray scale shading of the
analysis area.
Others CALA has many other applications. It vill handle
flood lighting, roadway lighting, sports lighting and site
lighting. CALA is a very versatile tool.
(35)
LUMEN-MICRO Version 4. 1
Lighting Technologies
3060 Walnut street, suite 209
Boulder, Colorado 80301
(303) 449-5791
Cost: S1844
Required Hardware: Lumen-Micro requires an Epson
compatible printer. Lumen-Micro also strongly recommends
an 8087 data processor chip.
Memory apace < 2954K (re: p. Jl)
Analysis type: Lumen-Micro provides illuminance at a
point (both direct and indirect components), visual comfort
probability, equivalent sphere illuminance, relative visual
performance, luminous exitance, and surface luminance (re:
pp. 5-7).
Ease of data input: Lumen-Micro data input is easy once
the user is familiar with the program. The program is menu
driven and easy to follow. Lumen-Micro is a sophisticated
and precise tool. Due to its sophistication, a large
(36)
amount of data input la required (re: pp. J3-J5) although
Lumen-Micro minimizes the Information with defaults as much
as possible. First the user must input information about
the cavity for the indirect light component, which allows
inserts of different reflectances. After information about
the cavity is complete, Lumen-Micro asks for information
about the luminaires, and their identification, location
and orientation. Next, because of Lumen-Micro's many
calculation capabilities, it asks for information on which
calculations are desired. In almost all cases once the
working plane is inputted the user can use Lumen-Micro's
default grids. After the calculation types are selected,
output information is required. Again, in most cases the
user can use Lumen-Micro's defaults. After data entry is
complete, Lumen-Micro checks the data for errors. This can
be annoying at times because it is not always understood
where the error is.
Ease of data revision: Data revision is very easy with
Lumen-Micro. Piles can be stored on floppy disks or a hard
drive and can be retrieved and revised at any time. Just
call up the file and make revisions as required.
(37)
Program Outputs Lumen-Micro has many output options
because of all the different types of analysis it
computes. It will give all of the values in numeric form
(re: pp. J7-J16), as contour plots (re: pp. J19-J22), or as
gray scale shading (re: pp. J23-J26).
Speed: Lumen-Micro is very fast. Screens come up quickly
and cursor movement is fast. The analysis takes a long
time which is to be expected vith Lumen-Micro's detail.
Documentation: The program comes with a 3-ring manual
which has sample applications and is very helpful and easy
to understand once familiar with the program.
Help Screens: RAH resident help screens are good and very
easy to access; at any point in the program striking "Fl"
will pull up the help quickly for the area that the program
was in.
Program Support: Lighting Technologies is available for
help but limits questions to afternoons only.
Fixture photometric files: Lumen -Micro has its own
standard photometric files. The program comes with only a
few photometric files, but many manufactures of lighting
(38)
fixtures can supply Lumen-Micro photometric files on floppy
disks ready for use. Lumen-Micro also has a conversion
program called Limport that converts IES standard
photometries to Lumen-Micro photometries.
Number of different fixture types per room: Lumen-Micro
will allow up to eight different types of fixtures per
room.
Quantity of rooms t Lumen-Micro can handle only one room
at a time.
Room Shapes: Rooms must be rectangular in shape and must
have horizontal floors and ceilings.
Room reflectances) Lumen-Micro allows up to 10
rectangular insets in each of six surfaces. Each insert
can have a different reflectance. Inserts can be of any
dimension.
Graphics: Lumen-Micro does not have any graphics to
assist in data output, but produces excellent graphics at
the printer after the analysis is done.
(39)
OTHER PROGRAMS
Below are other known interior lighting design and
analysis software that were not able to be included in this
report due to availability at the time of writing or lack
of time to adequately analyze the programs.
SOFT/LIGHT Version 2.0
Benjamin Division of Thomas Industries Inc.
P.O. Box 180, Rt. 70 S
Sparta, Tennessee 38583
(615) 738-2241
SOFT/LIGHT has a program to determine average
illuminance using the zonal cavity method. It also has a
point lighting capabilities that will determine point
illumination including the reflected component on both
horizontal and vertical planes.
ICON II INDOOR Version 1.
2
Hetalux Lighting
P.O. Box 1207
Americus, Georgia 31709
(912) 924-8000
(40)
ICON II INDOOR is a detailed Indoor lighting
analysis program that will determine point Illuminances,
equivalent sphere illumination, visual comfort probability,
as well as other types of analysis.
DESIGN-LITE
Lighting Sciences Inc.
Dist. by Hurray and Gillespie Computer Solutions, Inc.
90 Nolan Court, Unit 22
Harkham, Ontario, Canada L3R 4L9
(416) 477-0260
DESIGN-LITE Is an interior lighting program that is
more oriented to design. The program provides design
assistance and generates lighting layouts, allowing the
user to experiment. DESIGN-LITE has the capability to
produce horizontal and vertical illuminance, as well as
illuminance on a sloped plane. The program also has the
capability to calculate luminances, contrast rendering
factor, equivalent sphere illumination, visual comfort
probability and relative visual performance, as well as
other types of analysis.
<41)
SPEC-L
Lithonia Lighting
P. 0. Box A
Conyers, Georgia 30207
(404) 922-9000
SPEC-L is a comprehensive lighting program that
analyzes illumination on a point by point basis. The
program has other capabilities as veil.
L2
Mauser's Lighting and Day lighting
P.O. Box 20657
Oakland, California 94620
<415) 655-3158
L2 is a comprehensive lighting analysis package.
The program vill provide average illuminace calculations
via the zonal cavity method and some economic analysis, as
veil as detailed point by point analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
From this evaluation of interior lighting analysis
and design software for microcomputers, the user can see
that there are many software packages available and each of
the software packages has many positive and negative
points. First the user must determine what types of
analyses are needed and for what purpose the program will
be used. For a large percentage of lighting designers,
average illuminance analysis is adequate. Thousands of
designers have gotten by with this type of analysis for
years prior to the wide use of microcomputers. From this
evaluation of software packages one average illuminance
package seems to stand out: Elite Lighting. Because of its
ease of data input and revision, and because of its speed
and capability to handle 999 rooms per project. Elite
Lighting rises to the top. Nonetheless, this software
package does not have graphics and its output is not in a
presentation form. Because of this the program seems to
lend itself to in-house work, concurrently using one of the
other programs with better output such as ICON/ECON when
presentation output is required.
Two programs, CALA and Lumen-Micro, were evaluated
that provide detailed analysis and modeling. The graphic
output of these programs could be used for the presentation
output mentioned above. For indoor lighting Lumen-Micro
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seems to be the preferred software package because of its
speed, its many different types of analysis and its ease of
data input and revision. CALA on the other hand is much
more flexible with its planes of analysis, has user
graphics that allow the user to visually check the input
prior to running the analysis, and will analyze many other
applications such as sports, flood, and exterior lighting
that are not detailed in this report.
From this evaluation there seems to be a need for an
average illuminance package similar to Elite Lighting but
with improved output and optional presentation output with
graphic capabilities. Also, the program should have the
capability to convert standard IES photometric files to
coefficient of utilization tables similar to LUM-H and be
able to use them directly in the program.
There also seems to be a need for a detailed
analysis package that is a cross between Lumen-Micro and
CALA with capabilities that neither has at the present
time. This ideal program would have the speed, ease of
input and revision, and the many types of analysis of
Lumen-Micro, but also have the flexible planes of analysis
and the user graphics of CALA. In addition it should be
able to analyze oddly shaped rooms such as vaulted or
barrel ceilings and rooms other than rectangles.
(44)
It is possible that these ideal programs are
available in the other programs (re: pp. 39-41) not
evaluated or software packages that are not known to the
writer. These programs should be evaluated in the future
(re: FUTURE STUDIES p. 46).
(45)
FUTURE STUDIES
It is the Intention of the writer that this
evaluation of interior lighting analysis and design
software is a starting point for a continual evaluations.
In the future, evaluation should be completed on the
software mentioned in the other programs section of this
report (re: pp. 39-41) as well as other software that
becomes available. In addition to the interior software an
evaluation of exterior and roadway lighting software should
be undertaken. This continual evaluation will benefit the
Department of Architectural Engineering and Construction
Science, the College of Engineering, and Kansas State
University by keeping current with technology, as well as
allowing them to offer information to other educators and
professionals.
<4S>
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STANDARD ROOM
Dimensions: (re: A2>
East -West
North-South .
Ceiling Height
Fixture Mounting Height
Working Plane Height
20'
30'
12'
9. 5'
2. 5'
Reflectances :
West Wall 50%
North Wall 50%
East Wall 50%
South Wall 50%
Floor 20%
Ceiling 80%
Insert #1 5%
Insert #2 0%
Insert #3 0%
Insert #4 0%
Insert #5 0%
Insert #6 20%
Insert #7 0%
Fixture: (re: pp. A3-A5)
Lite Control #P-ID-6624RS/14RS-BW
with (3) F40T12CWRS Cool White Fluorescent
Lamps
with Standard Fluorescent F40 Rapid Start
Ballast
STANDARD ROOM PAGE Al
LIGHT
FIXTURE
D HYP.)
3.2
V
3.
.03
-9.5-
-12
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12
4 ,03
-
.INSERT 3-f
UGHT FIXTURE (TYP.)
30'
:b=fc
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-12
INSERT 5
12
INSERT 6 r*
-15-
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INSERT 7
J
z\ STANDARD ROOM
SCALE 1/8" = 10"
STANDARD ROOM PAOI A2
MOD-66-II
PENDANT
INDIRECT-DIRECT
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(GV
SECTION TYPE ^VV•ir INDIRECT / 0IP.ECT DIFFUSER FINISH OPTION VOLTS LAMPS[W p
p
p
p
10
ID
ID
ID
66N 1 3 RS
66N t 4 RS
66N2 6 RS
66N 2 8 RS
1 3 RS
1 4 RS
2 8 RS
2 8 RS
2-F30HS
2-F40RS
4-F30RS
4-F40RSh
p—
o
p
p
p
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ID
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ID
ID
66N 1 3 RS
66N 1 4 RS
66N 2 6 RS
66N 2 8 RS
2 3 RS
2 4 RS
4 8 RS
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3-F30RS
3-F40RS
6-F30RS
6-F40RSN
ra —p-
p
-to-
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8811 2 S3
—
66N2 4 RS
1 3 na
1 4 RS
a-raonoi
3-F40RSi j
p in 66N4 8 RS 2 8 RS 6-F40RS
p
,
r p
p
p
p
ID
ID
ID
ID
66N
66N
66N
66Nt=
ADDITIONAL LAMP COMBINATIONS: All lamps cnecxed may be combined in any inoirecl-dlrect combination.
1
-LIGHT 2-UGHT
LENGTH
LAMPS
3'
rs ho
4'
RS HO VHO
6'
RS HO VHO
8'
RS HO VHO
3-
RS HO
4'
RS HO
6'
RS HO
8'
RS HO
INDIRECT
DIRECT V" * fc* * ** *> v> * yf -" ** **
Fgr TB lamp* st•crt¥T»inptac« o*HS.
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR/BAFFLE SYSTEM
LbwMoMmww ihignafflaancy from a. mbaaly fabric xnWy ot MRH-«pacul4r anodlzad aluminum. Avaiiaota for
Par 1 or 2-HghtMMw* parabolic baffles and w-
UTECNTROL
ij J
^ail "«i \M4
CORPORATION HAWKS AVB^JE HANSON MASSACHUSETTS 02341
LIGHT FIXTURE
STANDARD ROOM PAGE A3
MOD-66-H
PENDANT
INDIRECT-DIRECT
DIFFUSERS Available for downlight portion of fixture only.
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR/BAFFLE
Anodized aluminum
Baffles are 1.4"h. x 2.0* OC
PARSS Semi-specular alum.
PARSG Semi-spec champagne gold
PARABOLIC BAFFLES
1.4*h. x ZOC anod. alum.
PBSS Semi-specular alum.
— HM Gemi agea. «wemeaa.ne geW
BLADE BAFFLES 3/4*h. x 3/4' OC
20 gauge steel
—> BW White
BB Black
BA Alum, finish
BZ Bronze
w«*e«Be^^-^^—
PGA White, acrylic
PWA Paracolic specular alum.,
acrylic
ACCENT BAFFLES 3/4*h. x 3/16"thick
x 1 " OC. 24 gauge steel, regressed
ABCWM White
LENSES Acrylic
XA Hexagonal prisms . 100" extr.
K19 KSH3/16*sq.prisms,.tS6exir.
K701/0 KSHtwm beam with overlay
6044 Hotophane asymmetric, inf.
molded; tor 1 lamp only, with
adjustable sockets
S251 Hotoohane 3/1 6* sq. prisms,
.187 infection molded
8224Y Hoiophane Refractive Grid with
overlay.
DIFFUSERS Acrylic
FP Rat matte white. 100*
ZFP FP with black linesV OC for
appearanceof baffle with overlay
Aster Purple
Pewter Gray
Bone White
Cherry Red
Pumpkin Orange
Lemon Yellow
COS Shamrock Green
CBR Royal Blue
CBM Medium Bronze
CSC Camera Black
cxx Special Color
FINISHES
CWM Matte White CPA
C8F Fawn Brown CQP
CSS Sea Shell CWB
CRD Dusty Rose CRC
CGF Sea Foam Green COP
C8G Glacier Slue CYL
CWM l|MM color. Other toshes coat extra.
OPTIONS
DU Dimming Ballast. Universal Mfg. Corp For RS lamps: used with Hunt or Lurron controls Ei*eraJJ 4 tt. lamps (recOTmended)
or ail 3 ft. on one control. Consult Sales Representative for available fbdure/lamp combinations.
EF Emergency Fluorescent Battery powered ballast from Bodtne Corp. for 8' fixtures. Win operate one Lamp for 1 Vi hrs.
F Fuse. HLR/GLR-size determined by Litecontroi. Cannot be used with 277 volt DU option.
RF Radio Frequency interference fitter: GE 89G635, unless otherwise specified.
SPECIFICATIONS
HOUSING Die-formed and welded 20 gauge steel, withW regression at housing bottom for rigidity and appearance. Furnished
with 6* long, 20 gauge steel splines for insertion at each stde of housing at junction of fixtures in rows for precise alignment. End
headers have clear holes for easy installation and are notched under lamps for more even diffuser luminance and continuous
baffle appearance. End caps are of 1 4gauge steet, with no holes or knor^cuts, finished to match hot^sing. Four snap-on fasteners
on each end cap allow dose, fast attachment to ends of individual fixtures and ends of raws.
REFLECTOR Die-formed steel with high-reflectance white finish.
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR/BAFFLE One-piece optical system made of anodized aluminum with semi-specular alum finish.
BALLAST high power factor, C8M Certified where available, thermal ly protected Class P. Rapid Stan. High Output or Very High
Output All fixtures are wired for separate uptight and downlighL
MOUNTING Provided with vf ('A* NPT) or H* (W NPT) diameter stenw,w 1/1F diameter aircraft cable assemblies. Refer to
Pendant catalog page for canopy styles and details. Hook hanger is available with AC and AC/F; easily hooks onto end headers at joints.
CERTIFICATION Fixture and electrical components shall be UL listed, and shall bear the I.B.E.W., A.F. of L label.
PHOTOMETRIC DATA a
Photpmetry is shown on page 68N-P5, 6. |
PLANNING FOR INSTALLATION
Fixtures should be mounted a minimum of 14 inches from the ceiling (20" !w VHO lamps). Inaeasing this distance will irnprove 2
appearance and distribution. |
Ptan-Tep of Housing
-t*r-
UTECiNrRXjL CORPORATION HAWKS AVENUE HANSON MASSACHUSETTS 02341
LIGHT FIXTURE
STANPARD ROOH PAGE AS
P-ID-66?4RS/14
ted 3 Lan
Rw3-RW II
Pendant Moun
Baffle Fixture
p Indirect -Direct\oof
71.5 ( 48 '2 l 7 v
28.5 I 19.2 1
1 1
*
vtv Fixture FixtureDistribution Efficiency
Figures below apply also to
2', 3'. 6' and 8' fixtures.vTv
Rftflociancn COEFFICIENTS OF UTILIZATION
Floor Cavrtv 20%
Cotling Canity 80% 70% 50%
Wails 70%!SO%|10%i 10%]70%|50%|30%|l0% S0*X.| 30%jl0%
RCR ZONAL CAVITY METHOD
1
2
3
.63
S8
S3
50 .58 .56
.53 .49 .44
-47 .43 .39
.56 .54 .52 ,51
.52 .48 .45 .42
.47 .42 39 .36
.43 .41 .40
.38 .36 .34
34 .31 .29
4
5
6
7
44
.41
3a
.42 .37 .33
.37 .32 .28
.33 .28 .24
30 25 21
.43 .38 .33 30
40 .34 .29 2*
37 .30 .28 .22
34 .27 .23 .20
.30 .27 .25
XI .24 2\
2* J1 .19
.22 ,19 .16
8
9
10
.33
.32
.30
.27 .22 .19
.24 .20 .16
.22 .18 .15
.31 .24 .20 .17
.29 .22 .19 .13
.27 .20 .18 .13
.20 .17 .14
.18 .15 .13
-16 13 .11
LIGHT FIXTURE
STANDARD ROOM PAGE A3
OTOHETRIC REPORT
FILE ID (S Chre. >: LIGHT2.
1
Teat report nuaber: P-ID-66H24RS/14RS-BW
Luainaira Catalog Ho. : LAKP>F40/CV
Lualnaira description:
Laap Catalog Ho.
i
Laap description:
Other Information;
Tilt Corraotlon Factor (1 for YES or for HO):
Huabar of Laapa: 3
Luaana/Laap: 3150
Candala Multiplier (1)1 1.00
Ho. of Vartleal Anglaa: 21
Ho. of Horizontal Anglaa: 5
(1-A 2-B) Photoaatric type: 1
ll-EHGLIGH 2-HETRIC) Units: 1
(Hagativa If Round) Width (E-W): 0.42
Length (H-S): 4.00
Height (T-B): 0.00
Ballaat Factor (1): 1.00
Ballast La.p Factor (1): 1.00
Input Watte: 129
VERTICAL H0RIZ0HTAL
AHGLES A H G L E S
0.00 943 943 943 943 943
3.00 922 921 927 935 937
13.00 303 813 863 891 920
23.00 639 633 761 811 867
33.00 433 472 604 639 727
43.00 276 292 410 462 330
33.00 191 193 240 283 337
63.00 124 124 139 162 234
73.00 66 64 67 71 96
83. 00 14 13 13 12 14
90.00
99.00 60 77 92 116 87
103.00 293 330 373 386 360
113.00 564 603 663 678 630
123.00 308 858 924 949 923
133.00 1046 1061 1140 1170 1185
143.00 1247 1233 1313 1346 1339
133.00 1410 1407 1448 1462 1463
163.00 1313 1512 1324 1534 1529
173.00 1561 1561 1561 1567 1567
180.00 1567 1567 1567 1567 1567
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC FORMAT
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC FORMAT
STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC FORMATS APPENDIX Bl
Luacn-Data Luainaire Report
Data base na»e:UGHT2.2
Luainaire nuaber: 1
Description: P-ID-66N24RS/14RS-BW
Watts: 129
Nuaber of laaps : 3
Laap: F40/CW
Luaens/Laap: 3150
Diaensions (X,Y, Z) : 0.42 4.00 0.00
Peraitted rotat ion: 90 180 270
Candela values in type 'If coordinate
Elevation
Angles Bziauthal Angles
0.0 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0
0.00 943.0 943.0 943.0 943.0 943.0
5.00 922.0 921.0 927.0 935.0 937.0
15.00 803.0 813.0 865.0 891.0 920.0
25.00 639.0 655.0 761.0 811.0 867.0
35.00 455.0 472.0 604.0 659.0 727.0
45.00 276.0 292.0 410.0 462.0 530.0
55.00 191.0 193.0 240.0 283.0 337.0
65.00 124.0 124.0 139.0 162.0 234.0
75.00 66.0 64.0 67.0 71.0 96.0
85.00 14.0 13.0 15.0 12.0 14.0
90.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
35.00 60.0 77.0 92.0 116.0 87.0
105.00 293.0 330.0 373.0 386.0 360.0
115.00 564.0 605.0 665.0 678.0 650.0
125.00 808.0 858.0 924.0 949.0 923.0
135.00 1046.0 1061.0 1140.0 1170.0 1185.0
145.00 1247.0 1253.0 1313.0 1346.0 1359.0
155.00 1410.0 1407.0 1448.0 1462.0 1463.0
165.00 1513.0 1512.0 1524.0 1534.0 1529.0
175.00 1561.0 1561.0 1561.0 1567.0 1567.0
180.00 1567.0 1567.0 1567.0 1567.0 1567.0
End of report
LUMEN-MICRO STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC FORMAT
STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC FORMATS APPENDIX B2
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globe illumination company
average: illuminance calculations
masters report standard room
ROOM LENGTH 30.00
ROOM WIDTH 20.00
CEILING HEIGHT 12.00
R00H AREA = 600.00
CEILING CAVITY HEIGHT « 2. SO
FLOOR CAVITY HEIGHT = 2.50
R00N CAVITY HEIGHT = 7.00
CEILING REFLECTANCE 0.80
HALL REFLECTANCE - 0.S0
FLOOR REFLECTANCE - 0.20
ROOH CAVITY RATIO = 2.9200
CEILING CAVITY RATIO « 1.0400
FLOOR CAVITY RATIO = 1.0400
RADIATIVE EXCHANGE FACTOR CEILING CAVITY - 0.8204
RADIATIVE EXCHANGE FACTOR FLOOR CAVITY - 0.8204
EFFECTIVE CEILING REFLECTANCE - 0.0000
EFFECTIVE FLOOR REFLECTANCE « 0.1910
COEFFICIENT OF UTILIZATION = 0.475
LIGHT LOSS FACTOR (HF) 0.8500
BALLAST FACTOR = 0.9500
LAMP LUMENS 3150
LAMPS PER LUHIHAIRE 3
WATTS PER LUMINAIRE = 150.00
WATTS PER SQUARE FOOT - 5.00
AREA PER LUHINAIRE » 30.00
LUMENS PER WATT 63.00
NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES = 20. OO
ILLUMINANCE (FOOTCANDLES) = 120. 82
LUH-M OUTPUT APPEHDIX C8
GLOBE ILLUMINATION COMPANY
P-ID-6624RS/14RS-BW
FQOTCANDLE AND ENERGY SELECTOR
• .
mm. i 2 i * s i ^ a 9
CRITERIA
1. ILUMMTIW, TOTn. MB) MEME
2. BASED ON MRMRK REPGtT, 1
1 REFLECTPieE, 10-90-20
4. NIMEa OF UWS, 3
9. L1KM PER LAMP, 3190
6. WTT3 P€S FUTUSE, ISO
7. mumma fbctokiluf), .as
L BftJJST FACTO, .33
10 PES 30. FT.
It 216 292 224 200 176 197 143 121 114 104 9.37
24 190 161 149 133 117 104 99 89 76 69 6.23
29 163 161 143 121 112 too 91 82 73 67 6.00
32 143 126 112 100 H 71 71 64 97 32 4. it
31 127 112 91 69 71 69 63 97 so 46 4.16
« 114 101 69 ao 70 62 97 51 49 41 3.73
41 99 64 74 66 96 52 47 42 36 34 3.12
90 91 80 71 64 96 so 49 41 36 33 3.00
to 76 67 99 S3 47 41 36 34 30 27 2,90
64 71 63 96 90 44 39 39 32 26 & 2,34
72 63 9t 49 44 39 34 31 26 29 23 2.08
SO 97 90 44 40 39 31 26 29 22 20 1.87
96 47 42 37 33 29 26 23 21 19 17 1.96
wo 49 40 33 32 21 29 22 20 It 16 1.30
120 31 33 29 26 23 20 19 17 19 13 1.23
144 31 21 24 22 19 17 19 14 12 11 1.04
161 27 24 21 19 16 14 13 12 10 9 0.89
196 23 20 11 16 14 12 11 10 9 8 0.76
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CALC-L INPUT APPENDIX D6
06-07-1988 COMPUTER AIDED LIGHTING CALCULATIONS CAFLEA
10:42 am Indoor Layout and Design PAGE 1
JOB: MASTERS REPORT
LOCATION: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
PREPARED FOR: DEPT. OF ARCH. ENG. 1 CNS.
PREPARED BY: CLARENCE E. WATERS
DATE: 06-07-1988
Lighting Calculations ara baaad on procedures established by tha Illuminating
Engineering Society of North Aaarica. Photometric data la supplied by our ovn
tasting laboratory or Independent taating facilities and la basad on nominal
values for ballast, lasp and noraal Manufacturing tolarancss of ths lusinaires.
Input design factors such as alzs and ahaps of room, rooa reflectances, and
aounting height ara supplied by others. Variations fros actual inatalled
situations aay cauas illuminance valuss to diffsr fros those calculated.
Lithonia Lighting cannot bs hsld responsible for ths diffsrsncas ariaing from
thass variations.
Indoor Layout and Dasign la a prograa providad by Lithonia Lighting aa a
service to usars and specifiers of lighting producta.
Indoor Layout and Dasign accurately coaputaa lighting parforaanca baaad on
ths Input dsta providad. Tha ultisats guality of tha output la dlrsctly related
to ths quality of Input assusptions and other parameters which ara ths sola
rasponsibility of tha user.
Indoor Layout and Dasign has tha following capabilities:
- Avsrags horizontal aorkplane illuminance
- Fixture layout criteria
- Watts par square foot
Furthar inforaation regarding assusptions, sathods of calculation, and
other capabllitlea or applications aay be obtained fros the Lithonia Lighting
marketing department
CALC-L OUTPUT APPENDIX 07
06-07-1988 COBPUTER AIDED LIGHTING CALCULATIONS CAFLEA
10:42 as Indoor Layout and Design PAGE 2
SOOII INPUT DATA
Rooa Length 30 FT REFLECTANCES: Calling .3
Rooa Width 20 FT Walls .5
Rooa Height 12 FT Floor .2
Fixture noun ting Height 9. 5 FT
Workplane Height 2.5 FT Rooa Cavity Ratio 2.92
LIGHTING SYSTEH DATA
FIXTURE DATA
Catalog * HL240N
Description 2 LAHP, C01MIERCIAL, 4', 40W
Teat Report f ITL 182S4
Laepa/Fixturs 2
Watts/Fixture 100
UHP DATA
Catalog * F40CW
Deacrlptlan COOL WHITE SYL FLUOR RS
Rated Initial Luaena 3130
Light Loss Factor .8 •
Coefficient of Utilization .586 (1!
CALCULATED OUTPUT
Footcandlee Provided 98 Watte per Sq. Ft. 3.33
Huaber of Flxturea 20 Rov Spacing 7. 5 FT
Sq. Ft. per Fixture 30 Coluan Spacing 4 FT
Rax Recoaaended Spacing Across 10. S FT
Max Recoaaended Spacing Along 10. 3 FT
NOTE ( 1 ) Coefficient of Utilization ehavn includes effective cavity reflectance
• Indicates aenually entered data.
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•* MC2 PROGRAMS by MC A2 ENGINEERING SOFTWARE • ••
... ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGH PROGRAM •
• COMPUTE LUHINAIRES REQUIRED SECTION •
• ROOM ID No. 7 •
ROOM # 210 PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
Length - 25 FT — Width * 16.33 FT — Cavity = 5. 5 FT
DESIRED LEVEL » 70 FOOTCANDLES
»*....»•**.*
• FIXTURES •
FIXTURE ID*
MANUFACTURES & CAT.*
DESCRIPTION
LAMP ID*
LAMP & LUMENS/LAMP
96
OMEGA- EY-3000-TW-F
LAMP
30
1 X 100 WATTS - 1690 LUM/LAMP
CURVE TYPE — RCR-1 23436789 10
80-50 CU -73 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 58 54
RCR « 2.78 — CU = 0.71
NUMBER OF FIXTURES REQUIRED FOR DESIRED 70 FC LEVEL = 30
NUMBER OF FIXTURES REQUIRED FOR SP. -TO-MT. HT. RATIOS = 30
RECOMMENDED NUMBER OF FIXTURES = 28
HC*2 ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN OUTPUT APPENDIX P10
... MC»2 PROGRAMS by HC»2 ENGINEERING SOFTWARE •••
••• ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN PROGRAM ...
• COMPUTE LUHINAIRES REQUIRED SECTION •
• ROOM ID No. 7 .
• POSSIBLE LAYOUT •
NO. FIXTURES ACROSS RH. WIDTH > 4
NO. FIXTURES DOWN RH. LENGTH 7
ROON WIDTH
I
I I
I 1.79 ft
I I
I I
I V
l< 2.04 «—><- 4.08 ft-
3.S7 it
I
•»• RECOMMENDED NUMBER OF FIXTURES > 28 m
- IF 28 FIXTURES ARE USED -
INITIAL FOOTCAHDLES LEVEL > 82.06
MAINTAINED FOOTCANDLES LEVEL AT SOX 65. 6S
• SUGGESTED SPACING •
FIXTURES PER ROW:
MAX. CENTER-TO-CENTER SPAC.
CENTER-TO-CENTEB SPAC.
I
CENTER-TO-WALL SPAC.
:
SPACING-TO-MT. HT. RATIO:
WIDTH LENGTH
4 7
6. OS FT 6.05 FT
4.08 FT 3.S7 FT
2.04 FT 1.79 FT
0.7 0.6
• LIGHTING LOAD •
TOTAL LIGHTING LOAD
WATTS/SO. FT.
3.60 KW
13.72
HC-2 ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN OUTPUT APPENDIX Fll
• «« MC«2 PROGRAMS by MC»2 ENGINEERING SOFTWARE «
*•• ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN PROGRAM ••*
• COMPUTE LUHINAIRES REQUIRED SECTION •
• ROOM ID No. 7 *
•• COST ANALYSIS BASIS VALUES •••
BURNING HRS/YR. - 3000 hrs.
ELECT. RATE/KW HR. = $.08
LIFE OF INSTALLATION = 10 yrs.
HIRING COST/KW LOAD $100.00
CLEANING COST/LUHINAIRE - $10.00
NOTE:- THIS COST ANALYSIS IS FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES
ONLY. EXACT COST SHOULD BE VERIFIED WITH CONTRACTOR.
* COST ANALYSIS •
1. Net luninaire coat $2884.00
2. Wiring cost $560. 00
3. Net initial lamp coat $12. 32
4. Total initial coat = $3456.32
5. Energy coat/year = $1344.00
6. Laap coat/year - $24.64
7. Relaaping coat/year « $560.00
8. Cleaning labor coat/year » $0.00
9. Total operating coat/year = $1928.64
10. 0»ning Coat/Year (8 15X ROD = $396.06
11. TOTAL COST/YEAR » $2324.70
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•• MC"2 PROGRAMS by MC*2 ENGINEERING SOFTWARE ••«
• •* ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN PROGRAM •«•
• COMPUTE LIGHTING LEVEL ACHIEVED SECTION •
8230 PAN AVIATION
KUNDE DRIVER ASSOC.
• ROOM ID No. 7 •
- ROOM # 210 PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
Length * 25 FT — Width = 16.33 FT — Cavity = 5. 5 FT
— DESIRED LEVEL = 70 FOOTCANDLES —
FIXTURES
FIXTURE ID#
MANUFACTURER & CAT.*
DESCRIPTION
LAMP ID*
LAMP t LUMENS/LAMP
96
OMEGA- EY-3000-TW-F
LAMP
30
1 X 100 WATTS - 1690 LUM/LAMP
CURVE TYPE — RCR-1 23456789 10
80-50 — CU -75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 58 54
RCR = 2.78 — CU = 0.71
NUMBER OF FIXTURES REQUIRED FOR DESIRED 70 FC LEVEL = 30
NUMBER OF FIXTURES UTILIZED = 21
••• NUMBER OF FIXTURES UTILIZED = 21 «••
- IF 21 FIXTURES ARE USED -
INITIAL FOOTCANDLES LEVEL = 61.54
MAINTAINED FOOTCANDLES LEVEL AT SOX = 49.23
LIGHTING LOAD
TOTAL LIGHTING LOAD = 4.20 KW
WATTS/SO. FT. = 10.29
HC*2 ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN OUTPUT APPENDIX F13
•" MC A 2 PROGRAMS by MC»2 ENGINEERING SOFTWARE **«
... ELECTRIC LIGHTING DESIGN PROGRAM •••
• COMPUTE LIGHTING LEVEL ACHIEVED SECTION •
» OVERALL WATTS/SO. FT.
TOTAL KILOWATTS = 4.2
TOTAL AREA OF ROOMS = 408.25 SQ.FT.
ROOMS HAVE OVERALL POWER CONSUMPTION OF 10.29 WATTS/SQ. FT.
— END DATA —
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FIXTURE DATA INPUT SCREEN
IC0N/EC0N INPUT APPENDIX 011
Kansas Statt University
2« Seator, Hill
Manhattan KS 66506
1913) 532-596*
• ICON •
IlUJtlNflTION ANALYSIS PROS**
REPORT NO. : 10000003 DATE: 06-07-1919
CLIENT: DOT. OF ORDHITECTUIKL ENGINEERING KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
PROJECT: HTSTERS REPORT by CLARENCE E. HATERS
COKNTS: NASTEFS ROW STANDARD
ROOM DESCRIPTION:
1. ROT* LENGTH (Y): 30.00
2. SOW WIDTH IX) 1 20. 00
3. CEILING HEIBHT IAFF)
:
12.00
*. FUTURE MUNTIN6 HEI6HT: 9.50
5. UrSK-flANE HEIGHT: 2.50
REFLECTANCES EFFECTIVE REFLECTANCES
6. CEILIN6: 90* 11. CEILING: 65.7*
7. HALLS dSOVE FUTURE: 50* 12. FLOOR] 19. 1*
9. HALLS ABOVE HORKPLANE: SO*
9. HALLS BELCH HORKPLANE: 50*
10. FLOOR: 20*
11 ATMOSPHERIC CONDITION:
TMi analysis was derived in accordance with IE5 published procedures and the input data conditions,
with a nonal aebient teuperature environment (77-deqree Fahrenheit, unltis otherwise adjusted) in
an unoccupied span. Any deviation will alter the theoretical lighting, levels. No deratinj factors
other than those factors described within have been applied. HTTALUX is not responsible for light
output deviations due to ballast/laap coebinations or other variables.
COPYRIGHT by Cooper Lijhtine, Cooper Industries, P.O.Bo» 1207, Pencils, SA. 31709
Unpublished, VERSin 2.0 Created 19H, Revised 7/97. All rights r
ICON/CCON OUTPUT APPENDIX 612
REPORT NO: 10000003 HATE: 06-07-1988
SYSTH PROPOSED SYSTEM
14. DATAFILEi
15. CATALOG NUMBER:
16. BALLflST TYPE:
17. LAH> TYPE:
PARPUIX .DAT
P3M-240S28H
40WVRS/STD
no
18. UKNS/UW>:
19. LOWS/FIXTURE:
3,150
2
20. CLEANING CYCLE INTHS): 36
21. TYPE F0OTCflNW.ES:
22. FIXTURE OUANTITY:
23. FOOTCANDLE LEVEL:
AVERAGE
20
79.4
SPACING CRITERION:
2*. 90-degree INom) X-ftois 1.5
25. O-degree (Pari) Y-A»is 1.2
WIDTH IX-Axis)
26. Nuiber of Rom 4
27. Ctr.-to-Ctr Spacing 5.00
28. Firt.Ctr-to-Uall Sp'g. 2.50
29. Width Spicing/HH 0.71
LENGTH (Y-Anis)
30. Nueiwr of Fixtures/Ron 5
31. Ctr.-to-Ctr Spicing 5.00
32. Firt.Ctr-to-Wall Sp'g. 3.00
33. Length Spacing/* 0.86
ADJUSTED TO SPACING
34. Adjusted Flirt. Sty. 20
35. Adjusted Footcandles 79
36. Watts/Square Foot 3. 13
CALCULATION PARAMETERS
37. Lap Linen Dep. ILLD) 0.88
38. Lurid. Dirt Dep. ILDD) 0.97
39. Ballast Factor (EF1 0.95
40. Coeff. of Util. (CU) 0.47
41. Add. Adjutant (AAF) 1.00
II) Not derived by IES eethods.
XCON/ECON OUTPUT APPENDIX 013
ICON - ITEM DESCRIPTIONS
DESCRIPTION (all diaensions in DECIMAL feet, all reflectances in PERCENT)
Room Length dimension; coincident with the Y-Axis
Rom Uidth dimension; coincident with the X-Axis
Ceiling Height (Above-finiihed-floor) diaension
Fixture Mounting Height (fibove-fini shed-Floor) dimension; coincident with the horizontal lueinous axis
of the luainaire (fixture)
Uork-Plane Height (Above-Finished-Floor) dieension; coincident with the horizontal axis of the visual
task height
Reflectance of the finished Ceiling
Reflectance of the Hall area above the fixture's horizontal lueinous axis ti.e. above the Mounting Height)
Reflectance of the wall area between the work-Plane and the fixture's horizontal lueinous axis
Reflectance of the Vail area below the Uork-Plane
Reflectance of the finished Floor
Effective Reflectance of the Ceiling Cavity area
Effective Reflectance of the Floor Cavity area
Atmospheric Condition of the rooi enviroment, expressed as a degree of cleanliness (i.e. Very Clean, Clean,
Medina, Dirty, Very Dirty); when combined with the systea's cleaning cycle (ITEM 20), type footcandles
(ITEM 21), and the luiinaire's IES maintenance catagory (not shown), it is used to determine the Luainaire
Dirt Depreciation factor - LCD (ITEM 38)
PER SYSTEM ITEMS:
14. DATAFILE from which the luainaire was selected
15 Catalog Nuaber of the luainaire
16 Description of the type of Ballast utilized in the luainaire
17 Description (or catalog no.) of the type of Laep utilized in the luainaire
IB Initial Rated Luaens per laep
19 Number of lamps per fixture (luainaire)
SO Number of months between luainaire cleaning intervals
£1 Type of Footcandles calculated; representative of the point in time at which light levels have been
predicted (INITIAL - Initial Rated Lam Lumens i New - Clean Fixtures, AVERAGE > Lamp Lumens after 4«
of their rated life I Dirt Acceeulation half-way between cleaning intervals, ENDLIFE * Lamp Lumens after
70% of their rated life i Dirt Accumulation at the end of a cleaning cycle - immediately before cleaning
the luainaire)
icoa/acoa output APPENDIX 014
ICON - ITEM DESCRIPTIONS (continued) PA6E: 4
22 Number of Fixtures required to achieve the illumination level shorn in Item 23. If this nuiber is expressed
as a whole number, the fixture quantity was specified and the resultant foot candle level Mas calculated
(expressed as a decimal number)
23 Illuiination Level in Footcandles produced by the fixture quantity shown in Itea 22. If this nuiber is
expressed as a Mhole nuiber, the footcandle level Has specified and the required fixture quantity was
calculated (expressed as a decimal nuiber)
24 Spacing Criterion in the Normal plane (perpendicular to the laips) of the luiinaire; the maximum rccowended
ratio of 'perpendicular spacing' to 'minting height above work-plane' (i.e. if uniform lighting is desired)
25 Spacing Criterion in the Parallel plane (parallel to the laeps) of the luiinaire; the laxiiui recommended
ratio of 'parallel spacing' to 'mounting height above MOrk-plane' (i.e. if unifore lighting is desired)
26 Nueber of Rows of luiinaires (fixtures) across the Width dimension of the room
27 Center- to-Center Spacing between rows of luiinaires in the Width dimension
28 Fixture (luiinaire) Center to Wall Spacing in the width dimension
29 I 'Width Spacing' to 'Mounting height Above work-Plane1 ratio of the layout; should not exceed the spacing
criterion of the 90-degree plane of the luiinaire (ITEM 24) if unifore lighting is desired
30 Number of Fixtures (luiinaires) per Row along the Length dimension of the room
31 Center-to-Center Spacing between luiinaires in the Length dimension
32 Fixture (luiinaire) Center to wall Spacing in the Length dimension
33 I 'Length Spacing' to 'Mounting Height Above work-Plane' ratio of the layout; should not exceed the spacing
criterion of the 0-degree plane of the lunnaira (ITEM 23) if uniform lighting is desired
34 Adjusted Fixture Quantity; total nuiber of luiinaires (fixtures) resulting from the spacing described (product
of ITEM 26 t ITEM 30)
33 Adjusted Footcandles; predicted illumination resulting from the adjusted fixture quantity (ITEM 34) under the
described Input conditions
36 Watts per Square Foot consumed by the lighting system
37 Lamp Lumen Depreciation iLLD) ; multiplication factor resulting from the depreciation of the lamps due to age
36 Luiinaire Dirt Depreciation (LDD); multiplication factor resulting from the light reduction due to dirt
accumulation on the luiinaire
33 Ballast Factor (BF); fraction of 'Rated Lamp Lumens' which the described Lamp/Ballast combination (ITEMS 16-17)
will produce
40 Coefficient of Utilization (CD); fraction of 'Rated Lamp Lumens' which will reach the work-plane in the
described rooi with the specified luiinaire
41 Additional Adjustment Factor (AflF); any additional factor required to account for variables in the space
and/or luiinaire which are otherwise unaccounted for
(«) Program will adjust S/MH for fixture dimension* greater than four feet.
XCOJ1/ECOI1 OUTPUT APPENDIX 019
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FIXTURE DATA INPUT SCREEN
ELITE LIGHTING INPUT APPENDIX H9
ESD INC. LIGHTING PROGRAM
PAGE 1
PROJECT: Maatera Report
CLIENT i D*pt of Arch. Eng.
DATE: June IS, 1988
DESIGNER:
Clarence E. Watere
GENERAL PROJECT IMFORHATION:
PROJECT LOCATION: Kaneea State Univ.
DEFAULT HEIGHT OF CEILING CAVITY: 2. SO
DEFAULT HEIGHT OF ROOM CAVITY: 7.00
DEFAULT HEIGHT OF FLOOR CAVITY: 2. SO
DEFAULT PERCENT CEILING REFLECTANCE: 80
DEFAULT PERCENT WALL REFLECTANCE: 90
DEFAULT PERCENT FLOOR REFLECTANCE: 20
DEFAULT DIRT DEPRECIATION FACTOR: 89
ELITE LIGHTING OUTPUT APPENDIX H10
••••• LIGHTING FIXTURE CALCULATIONS BY ELITE SOFTWARE DEVELOPBEKT IHC
Kansas Stats Univ.
aastsrs Raport Juns 13, 1988 PAGE 2
FIXTURE REQUIREMENTS REPORT
ROOK 10. AND RARE
FIX. DESCRIPTION
FIX. MANUFACTURER
FIX. CATALOG NO.
tTIRES HCC HRC HFC LLO S/NH.
LENGTH CCS RCR FCR LDD *F/ROV
WIDTH PC PW PF TBF « RONS
AREA PCC PFC PFH LLF COEF.U
LUREN D-FC.
•LAHP D-FIX
NATTS I -FIX
»/SF. I-FC.
Bsstsrs 1
Diract/Indlraot
Lit. Control
PID6624RS1
1 2.50 7.00 2.90
30.00 1.04 2.92 1.04
20.00 80.00 30.00 20.00
600.00 £6.04 19.17 0.997
93
89
0.00
3
98 4.00
S3 41.37
9430 103.00
3 19. 31
3000 20.00
3.00 107.61
Haatars 1
Dlract
Lit* Control
SD6614RSBR
1 2.30 7.00 2.30 93 1.10 3130 103.00
30.00 1.04 2.92 1.04 89 3 1 33.23
20.00 80.00 30.00 20.00 98 4.00 1000 20.00
600.00 66.04 19.17 0.997 S3 43.49 1.67 39.44
Raatara 1
Indiraot
Llta Control
PI6624RS
1 2.50 7.00 2.30 93 0.00 6300 105.00
30.00 1.04 2.92 1.04 69 9 2 32.19
20.00 80.00 90.00 20.00 98 4.00 2000 20.00
600.00 66.04 19.17 0.997 S3 37.63 3.33 63.24
ELITE LIGHTING OUTPUT APPENDIX Hll
•••• LIGHTIMG FIXTURE CALCULATIONS BY ELITE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT INC • •••
•ICHITA, KANSAS
Hwtars Report Jun* 15, 1986 PAGE 3
..................... LIGHTING ENERGY ECONOMICS REPORT ...................
FIXTURE ALTERNATIVE DATA
ALTERNATIVE NAME:
TEARS IN STUDY PERIODl
LIGHTING HOURS PEE YEAEi
AIR CONO HOURS PER (EARi
AIR COND TONNAGE FOR LIGHTS:
(V OF ENERGY PER TONi
X INFLATION RATE
I
X DISCOUNT RATE:
AVERAGE COST PER KVHi
TOTAL NUMBER OF FIXTURES:
TOTAL NATTS OF LIGHTING:
TOTAL LIGHTED AREAi
VATTS PER SSUARE FOOT:
KWH COHSUHED BY LIGHTS
i
AVG HAINTAIHED FOOT CANDLES!
INITIAL COSTS i
FIXTURE COSTS
l
(3,000 (2, 400 (2,600
INSTALLATION COSTS: (400 MOO (400
ALTERNATIVE-1 ALTERHATIVE-2 ALTERNATIVE-3
up and down dovn light up light
10 10 10
2600 2600 2600
1660 1660 1660
0.63 0.28 0.37
1.000 1.000 1.000
0.050 0.030 0.030
0.060 0.060 0.060
(0.060 (0.060 (0.060
20 20 20
3,000 1,000 2,000
600 600 600
3.000 1.667 3.333
7,600 2,600 3,200
112 40 69
TOTAL INITIAL COSTS (3,400 (2,600 (3,000
ANNUAL COSTS t
OPERATING ENERGY COSTS: (624 (206 (416
AC ENERGY COSTS DUE TO LIGHTS: (113 (36 (76
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS
4 YEAR PERIODIC COSTS:
FIXTURE CLEANING COST: (100 (100 (100
RELAHPING COST: (100 (100 (100
TOTAL PERIODIC COSTS (200 (200 (200
TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COSTS: (11, 164 (3, 634 (8, 309
ELITE LIGHTING OUTPUT APPENDIX H12
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CALA APPENDIX 12
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Pr.CALA INDOOR LIGHTING ESTIMATOR
•• Jon. 11, 1968
• Holophene 214 Oakvood Avenue Nawark OH 43033
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Dapt. of Architectural Engineering ! Conat. Scl.
240 Seaton Hall
Manhattan, Kansas 66506
<913) 332-3964
LUMINAIRE INFORMATION
Comment : Heatera Report by Clarence E. Watera
File ID A : LIGHT2. IES
Luainaira Catalog Number.
.
LAHP-F40/CW
Lamp Catalog Number
Total Teat Lumena 9430
Total Lumena Used 9430
Light Loea Factor 0. 60
Input Watte 129.
ROOM CAVITY INFORMATION
Res 80.00 X
l< R»i 30.00 X
MOUNTING HEIGHT
Rcc: 63.64 X
CCR: 1.04
LENGTH > 30.00
hcci 2.30
Area / Lumi nalre
:
30
Theoretical Spacing:
3.46
Maximum Spacing:
6.41
l< R»: 30.00 X
RCR: 2.92
hrc: 7.00
WIDTH: 20.00
FCR: 1.04
Rfc: 19. 14 X
WORK PLANE-
l< S«: 30.00 X
V Rf : 20. 00 X
hie: 2.30
NO. OF
LUMINAIRES
20.00
AVE
104. SO
WATTS PER
UNIT AREA C. U.
4.30 0.416
PRECALA OUTPUT
PRECALA OUTPUT
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******* *** * ***
* * * * * *
* ******* * *******
* * * * * *
******* * * ******* * * Holophane 214 Oakwood Avenue Newark OH 43055
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Dept. of Architectural Engineering & Const. Scl.
240 Seaton Hall
Manhattan, Kansas 66506
(913) 532-5964
PROJECT ID/NAME Masters Report
LOCATION Kansas State University
CLIENT Dept. of Architectural Engineering & Const. Scl.
DESIGNER Clarence E. Waters P. E.
DATE June 11. 1988 SN.8945
COMMENTS
SUMMARY INFORMATION
NUMBER OF LOCATIONS: 20
NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES : 20
TYPE NUMBER LUMINAIRE NAME
1 20 LAMP-F40/CW
LIGHTMETER ORIENTATION:
PERPENDICULAR TO THE PLANE OF ANALYSIS
The ILLUMINEERING (R) ANALYSIS Includes Direct and Indirect Illumination.
A maximum Panel size of 1.5 Ft. was used In the analysis.
General reflectance for each surface: N-50X S-50X E-50X W-50* C-80X F-20*
Cavity Dimensions: East West-20.2 Ft. North South-30 Ft. Top Bottom-12 Ft.
STATISTICS
POINTS NUMBER MAX MIN MAX/MIN AVE AVE/MIN U.
MAIN AREA (.) 88 165.71 45.92 3.61 124.29 2.71
LEGEND: 99.9 - Points contained in MAIN AREA.
99*9 - Points contained in SUB-AREA.
99*9 - Points contained in LINES & POINTS.
U.I.-(1-(MEAN DEVIATION /AVERAGE) )X100 100* IS PERFECT
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PLAN VIEW SKETCH
NOTE: The HINGE LINE ii irked with two large dots.
CALA OUTPUT APPENDIX 117
PERSPECTIVE SKETCH
NOTE: The HINGE LINE is marked with two large dots.
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CALA OUTPUT APPENDIX 129
I
CEILING LUMINOUS EXITANCES
I
V\X
1
0.7 2 2 3.6 5 1 6 5 7 9 9 4 10 8 12 3 13 7 15 2
1 0.8| 58.9 69 3 74.8 77 3 78 7 79 2 79 5 79 5 79 2 78 7 77 5
I
2 . 3
|
107.9 135 5 146.2 150 3 151 8 152 8 153 1 153 1 152 a 151 8 150 3
3. a i 156.1 199 8 214.0 218 5 220 2 221 221 5 221 5 221 220 2 218 3
!
S.3| 112.3 141 1 152.6 157 2 159 1 160 2 160 6 160 6 160 2 159 1 1S7 2
6.8| 71.1 85 92.9 96 9 98 8 99 7 100 1 100 1 99 7 98 3 96 9
S .31 71.6 85 5 93.5 97 6 99 5 100 4 100 a 100 8 100 4 99 5 9 7 6
1
9. a 113.7 142 8 154.6 159 4 161 4 162 6 163 163 162 6 161 4 159 i
1 11-31 159.1 203 4 218.2 223 225 0. 226 226 6 226 6 226 225 223
1 12.8| 114.0 143 154.9 159 7 161 7 162 9 163 4 163 4 162 9 161 7 159 7
14.3| 72.1 36 1 94.2 98 3 100 3 101 3 101 7 101 7 101 3 100 3 98 3
1 15. Bi 72.1 86 1 94.2 98 3 100 3 101 3 101 7 101 7 101 3 100 3 98 3
1 17.3| 114.0 143 154.9 159 7 161 7 162 9 163 4 163 4 162 9 161 7 159 7
1 18.8| 159.1 203 4 218.2 223 225 226 226 6 226 6 226 225 223
1 20.3| 113.7 142 3 154.6 159 4 161 4 162 6 163 163 162 6 161 4 159 4
1 21.8| 71.6 85 5 93.5 97 6 99 5 100 4 100 8 100 3 100 4 99 5 97 6
1 23.3| 71.1 85 92.9 96 9 98 8 99 7 100 1 100 1 99 7 98 8 96 9
1 24.8| 112.3 141 1 132.6 157 2 159 1 160 2 160 6 160 6 160 2 159 1 157 2
1 26-3 1 136.1 199 3 214.0 218 5 220 2 221 221 5 221 5 221 220 2 218 3
1 27.8 107.9 135 5 146.2 150 3 151 8 152 8 153 1 153 1 152 8 151 8 150 3
1 29.3| 58.9 69 3 74.8 77 5 78 7 79 2 79 5 79 5 79 2 73 7 77 5
15.2 16.6 18.0 19.5|
77 5 74 3 69 3 58 9
150 3 146 2 133 5 107 9
218 3 214 199 8 156 11
157 2 152 6 141 112 3
96 9 92 9 85 71 1|
97 6 93 5 85 5 71 6|
159 4 134 6 142 8 113 7|
223 218 2 203 4 159 11
159 7 154 9 143 114 0|
98 3 94 2 36 1 72 1|
98 3 94 2 86 1 72 1|
159 7 134 9 143 114 0|
223 218 2 203 4 159 11
159 4 154 6 142 a 113 7!
97 6 93 5 85 5 71 6
96 9 92 9 85 71 H
157 2 152 6 141 112 3
218 5 214 199 8 136 H
150 3 146 2 135 5 107 9
77 5 74 8 69 3 38 9
CALA OUTPUT APPENDIX 130
| FLOOR LUMINOUS EXITANCES
I
Y\X 0.7 2.2 3.6 5.1 6.5 7.9 9.4 10.8 12.3 13.7 IS 2
1
29.3| 19.4 20.1 20.7 21.1 21.4 21.5 21.6 21.6 21.5 21.4 21 1
i
27-8| 20.0 20.9 21.5 22.0 22.3 22.5 22.6 22.6 22.5 22.3 22
26. 3 j 20.6 21.3 22.3 22.8 23.2 23.4 23.5 23.5 23.4 23.2 22 a
1 24.8| 21.0 22.0 22.9 23.5 23.9 24.1 24.3 24.3 24.1 23.9 23 3
| 23.3| 21.4 22.5 23.4 24.0 24.5 24.7 24.9 24.9 24.7 24.5 24
1 21.8! 21.6 22.7 23.6 24.4 24.8 25.1 25.2 25.2 25.1 24. 8 24 4
1 20.3| 21.7 22.8 23.8 24.3 24.9 25.2 25.3 25.3 25.2 24.9 24 5
| 18.8! 21.7 22.9 23.9 24.6 25.0 23.3 25.4 25.4 25.3 25.0 24 6
1 17.3| 21.8 23.0 23.9 24.7 25.1 25.4 25.6 25.6 25.4 25.1 24 7
1
15.8 21.9 23.1 24.1 24.8 25.3 25.5 25.7 25.7 25.5 25.3 24 a
1 14.3| 21.9 23.1 24.1 24.8 25.3 25.5 25.7 25.7 25.5 25.3 24 a
1
12.8; 21.8 23.0 23.9 24.7 25.1 25.4 25.6 25.6 25.4 25.1 24 7
| 11.3| 21.7 22.9 23.9 24.6 25.0 25.3 23.4 23.4 25.3 25.0 24 6
1 9-81 21.7 22.8 23.8 24.5 24.9 23.2 25.3 25.3 25.2 24.9 24 5
1 8.3| 21.6 22.7 23.6 24.4 24.8 23.1 25.2 25.2 25.1 24.8 24 4
1
6-8! 21.4 22.3 23.4 24.0 24.5 24.7 24.9 24.9 24.7 24.5 24
1 3.3| 21.0 22.0 22.9 23.5 23.9 24.1 24.3 24.3 24.1 23.9 23 5
| 3.8| 20.6 21.3 22.3 22.8 23.2 23.4 23.5 23.5 23.4 23.2 22 8
1 2.31 20.0 20.9 21.5 22.0 22.3 22.5 22.6 22.6 22.5 22.3 22
1 o -a | 19.4 20.1 20.7 21.1 21.4 21.5 21.6 21.6 21.5 21.4 21 1
13.2 16.6 18.0 19.5|
21.1 20.7 20.1 19.4|
22.0 21.5 20.9 20.0!
22.8 22.3 21.5 20.6|
23.5 22.9 22.0 21.0|
24.0 23.4 22.5 21.4|
24.4 23.6 22.7 21.6!
24.5 23.8 22.8 21.7|
24.6 23.9 22.9 21.7|
24.7 23.9 23.0 21.8!
24.8 24.1 23.1 21.9|
24.8 24.1 23.1 21.9|
24.7 23.9 23.0 21.8|
24.6 23.9 22.9 21.7|
24.5 23.8 22.8 21.7|
24.4 23.6 22.7 21.6|
24.0 23.4 22.5 21.4|
23.5 22.9 22.0 21.0!
22.8 22.3 21.5 20.6!
22.0 21.5 20.9 20.0|
21.1 20.7 20.1 19.4|
CALA OUTPUT APPENDIX 131
ILLUMINEERING (H) ANALYSIS by CALA 6.5
June 11. 1988 SN.8945 KANSAS STATU UNIVERSITY
HINGE LINE ELEVATION 2.5 FEET
ROTATION ABOUT HINGE LINE DEGREES
NOTE: The HINGE LINE Is marked with ( ) at the bottom of each section.
RESULTS ARE IN FOOTCANDLES
SCALE OF PRINTOUT LEFT TO RIGHT 4 FEET / INCH
SCALE OF PRINTOUT TOP TO BOTTOM * FEET / INCH
mil /-gA-- 81. 85. 83. 67.
Hifflii^liii v:::
?! ! ! lii'ijl! ! ! Jv ' ! ?! :
:
!
:.i2i.::::_
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LUBEH-HICR0 FILES APPENDIX J2
File naee: B:aaatera2. LHI
800B DATA:
Dlaanalona:
Reflectances:
In«ert #1
Inaert »2
Inaert *1
Insert #1
Insert f
1
iMWt #2
In«*rt #3
Luaen-nicro
Beet-Heat: C20 ] Horth-South:C30 ] Height: [12
West Vail: C.S ]
Rail. :[.05 ] T1:C5
Rail. : COO ] T1:C0
North Hall! [.9 ]
Bafl. :C.OO 1 XI: 10
Eaat Hall: C.S ]
Rail. : COO J XI: CO
South tall: C.S ]
Rail. :t.00 ] Xl:tO
Rail. :t.20 ) X1:C13
Sell. :t. 00 3 X1:C18
Floor: [.2 1
Muaber of Inserts: [2 ]
1 Y2:C2S ) Z1:C3.S 1 22:17.7 1
) T2:C30 1 Z1:C0 ] Z2:C3 ]
Huabar ol Inaarta: [1 ]
1 X2:C20 ] Z1:C0 ] Z2:t.3 ]
luabar ol Inaarta: CI J
] T2:C30 I Z1:C0 1 Z2:C3 1
Huabar ol Inaarta: C3 ]
] X2:C1S ] Z1:C0 ] 22:1.3 ]
] X2:tl8 ] 21:10 1 Z2:CS ]
] X2:C20 ] Z1:C0 ] Z2:C3 ]
Calling: C.S 1
LUItlNAIRE DATA:
luabar ol Different Typaa ol Luainairaa: CI 1
Lualnaira #1: Data Baaa File Naaa:
Data Baaa Lualnaira Huabar:
CLIGHT2.2 I
Cl ]
Candlapovar Multiplier: C.B
Lualnaira Orientation: <X)
Huabar ol Subleyoute: Cl !
Suapanalon Length:
Up C ] Dora
C2.5 ]
Cx]
fublayout 1: Rotation Angle: [90 ] * Cola. : CS ] # Rote: C4 1
Col. 1:C2 ) Spacing:C4 ] Roe 1113.73 1 Spaclng:C7.S ]
TYPES OF CALCULATIONS:
Horizontal Illualnance:
Work Plana Height:
Huabar ol Coluana:
C2.S ]
C101
Col.
Coluana :
C
C
[
RoeaC
I
[
Mill
] [
] [
] [
] [
1 [
] [
] Spacing: C2
] [
I [
1 [
I [
J (
] [
] [
] I
) I
] [
] [
J [
Huabar ol
Ro» #1:12.3
Rova: C6
] Spacing: CS
] [
I [
]
] [
1 [
]
Equivalent Sphere Illuainatlon: (X) Cxi
Teak: Pencil CX] Ball Point C ]
Ollaet [ 1 Xerography C 1
Vleeing Angle: C2S ]
Work Plana Height: C2.S 1
Huabar ol Coluana: C10]
Col. Mill ] Spacing:C2 1
Coluana: [ ] C J C 1 C
C ] [ ] C 1 C
C 1 C ] C J C
RoeaC 1 C ) C ] C
Drafting C
Felt-tip C
Huabar ol
Roe #1:C2.5
) C 1 C
1 C 1 C
] C ] C
] C J C
Typed C J
Rova: C6 ]
) Spacing: CS J
1 C ]
1 C ]
J
1 C 1
LUHEM-NXCRO INPUT APPENDIX J3
) t
) (
I c
] [
] [
) [
) I
) [
] [
) (
] t
1
Relative Visual Performance: (X) [x]
Task: Pencil [X3 Ball Point [ )
Offset [ ) Xerography [ 1
Vieving Angle: £25 )
fork Plane Height: [4 )
Huaber of Coluana: CIO}
Col. fl:Cl 1 Spacing: 12 3
Colua ] [
1 I
] [
) I
] I
] [
Drafting I 1
Felt-tip C ]
Huaber of Rova:
Typed [ 3
So* #1:12.5 ) Spacing: [5
3 [
1 [
]
) I
] I
1
Vleual Coalort Probability:
Visual Plane Height: [4
Number of Coluana: [
Col. *l:t ) Spacing:!
] t
] C
) t
1 [
1 [
1 [
] Huaber of Rove: I
] Rov #1:1 1 Spacing: [
1 [
3 [
3
3 t
1 t
3
Vertical Illuminance: (X) tx)
work Plane Height: [2.3 }
Huaber of Coluana: [103 Huaber of Rova:
.
#1:11 ) Spacing [2 ] Row #1:C2. 5 1 Spacing: CS
[ 1 [ 1 [ ) [ 3 [ J 1 ] [ 1
[ 1 [ ] [ ] [ 1 [ 1 [ ) [ )
[ ] [ ) [ ] [ ) I ] [ )
[ 1 [ 1 t 1 t ] [ 3 [ 1 [ 1
[ ] [ } [ ) t 1 [ 1 1 3 [ 1
[ 3 [ 1 [ ) [ ] [ 1 [ ]
Rooa Surface Exltancea/Illuainancea: <X> 1x3
est Van: Huaber of Grids: [11
Grid #1: Huaber of Coluana: [131
Col. #l:[l 3 Spacing: [2 3
Horth Wall: Huaber of Grids: [03
East sail: Huaber of Grids: [03
South Wall: Huaber of Grida: [13
Grid fl: Huaber of Coluana: [103
Col. #l:tl 3 Spacing: (2 3
Floor: Huaber of Grida: [03
Celling: Huaber of Grids: [13
Grid fl: Huaber of Coluana: [103
Col. #litl 3 Spacing: [2 3
OUTPUT IHF0RHATI0H:
Huaber of Rova: [fi 3
Ros Kill 3 Spacing:(2 3
Huaber of Rova: [6 3
Rov #1:C1 3 Spaclng:[2 3
Huaber of Rovs: [133
Rov #11 CI 3 Spaclng:[2 )
Forsat: (X)
LUMEN-MICRO INPUT APPENDIX J4
Nuabar of Heading Umi [S J
#1 [ MASTERS REPORT
#2 [DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
#3 (KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
#4 [MASTERS 2
•5 [BY CLARENCE WATERS
Output Direct lv..: (X) 111 IX] Eai Cx] Con txl Eap (x
Vcp [ ! Ver [xl Exl Cx) Sll [x
Plotting: (X) Ix)
Horizontal Illualnanoa:
Nuabar of Contour.:! ]
Contours: C ][ H
[ ][ ][
Equivalent Sphere Illualnatlon
:
Nuabar of Contours: I
Contour. : t ]
[
C H
Relative Visual Performance:
Nuabar of Contours:! )
Contours: [ H ][
[ 11 ][
Visual Coafort Probability:
Nuabar of Contours:
[
]
Contours: I It H
[ ][ )[
Vertical Illualnanoa:
Nuabar of Contours: [ 3
Contours: [ ][ It
I ][ II
Rooa Surface Exltance:
Nuabar of Contours:
£
]
Contours: ( H It
t It ][
Rooa Surface Illualnanoa:
Nuabar of Contours:! J
Contours: t It It
t 3t It
(X or S) txl
Seal* Factor: 18 ]
It It
It It
<X or S) txl
N:tX ) E:I IS
Seals Factor: IS
It H
It )t
(X or S) txl
N:tX 1 E:I IS
Seals Factor: 18
It It
It It
(X or S) t J
N:t J E:t IS
Seals Factor:!
It It
It It
(X or S) txl
N:tX I Itt IS
Seals Factor: 18
It It
It It
(X or S) tal
N:t 1 E:t IS
Seals Factor: IB
It It
It It
(X or S) Is)
N:I ] E:t IS
Seals Factor: IB
It It
It It
Ebl txl Rvp tx)
Eco txl All t 1
Criterion: 195 1
It ]
1
Criterion: (50
It I
]
Criterion:
[
It )
I
Criterion:
It ]
]
Criterion: [50 ]
It 1
X 1 F:t ] C:tX ]
Criterion: [ ]
It 1
]
X ] F:t ) C:tX 1
Criterion : t 1
][ ]
]
Perspective Visa of Rooa:
Output Device: (X)
<X> [ ]
Prlntsr: IX]
Flla Naaa: IMASTERS21. LMO
LUMEN-MICRO INPUT APPENDIX JS
LUNEN-NICRO
MASTERS REPORT
DEPARTMENT Of ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
MASTERS 2
BY CLARENCE HATERS
VERSION U
(0 COPYRIGHT LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES INC. 1983, 1967
3040 mm ST. SUITE 1201, BOULDER, CO 80301
DATE: 6/ 9/1988
LUHEM-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J6
ILLUMINANCE
WRUNG PLANE HEIGHT: 2.50
AVERAGE: 105.39 MINIMUM: 72. 13 MAXIMUM: 12?. 99 MEAN DEVIATION: 13.96
A8S. Y ABSOLUTE X-COOROINATE(S)
COOR. 1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00 13.00 15.00 17.00 19.00
l<m<ll<Mltl|i(|l««MH|t|<|<|M«1«>l<>IHI|l|«l><l«
27.50 « 73. 86. 95. 99. 102. 102. 100. 96. SB. 76.
22.50 « 86. 102. 113. 120. 123. 123. 121. 115. 101. 89.
17.50 » 90. 108. 120. 127. 130. 130. 127. 121. 110. 93.
12.50 » 90. 10B. 119. 126. 130. 130. 127. 121. 110. 93.
ISO t 86. 102. 113. 120. 123. 123. 120. 111. 104. 89.
2-50 < 72. 85. 94. 99. 101. 101. 99. 95. 87. 75.
LUHEM-HXCRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J7
EQUIVALENT SPHERE ILLUHINATIOH
TftRSET DESCRIPTION: PENCIL TARGET - CONCENTRIC RINES t 25 DEGREE VIEWING ANGLE
SPHERE CONTRAST: .1175
•ORKIHG PLANE HEIGHT: Z.SO
NORTH EAST
AVERA6E > 51.31 AVERAGE « SO.Tt
HININUI 35. 31 HIHIHUH 27. Ot
HAXIHUH • 11.11 HAXIHUH > 71. Sj
HEAH OEV.= !.17 NEAN DEV.= 11.11
AGS. T AISOLUTE X-COOROINATEIS)
COOR. 1.00 3.00 5.00 7.11 1.11 11.11 13.11 1'
SOUTH VEST TOTAL
AVERAGE > 51. 71 AVERAGE 51.51 AVERAGE 5!. 17
NININUN -- 35.51 HIHIHUH 21.13 HIHIHUH I 77.01
HAXINUH « 71.17 HAXIHUH I 75.73 HAXIHUH < 71.71
HEAH OE l.i 1.51 HEAH 0EV.= 12.15 HEAH DEV.-- 10.11
IS 11 11.11 11.11
'flfftfttttttffftftttHff
27.50 N 52. 51. 15. 11. 10.
E 21 33 31. 37. 31.
5 31 31 12. 15. 11.
V 35. 33 33. 35. 31.
22.50 N 31. 11. 11. 11. 51. 51.
E 53 11 12. 71. 11.
S 12. 15. 51. 55 51.
• 55. 11. 11. 71. 11.
17.51 N 13 (1 52. 51- 51 51.
E 31. 11 53. 55. 51-
S 11 II. 73. 11. 11.
1 17. IT, 11. 51. 51.
12.51 N 11. ti. 13. 17 11.
E 31. 11. 52 55. 51. 55.
S 13 17. 52 Si. 57.
17. 17. 11. 51. 51. 55-
7.50 N 12 15. SI. 55. 57. 51
E 52 13. 71. IS. 11.
5 31 11. 11 11. 50. 51.
1 55. 12. 17. 11. 11.
2.50 N 35 31. 12. 15. 11. 17.
E 27 32 35. 31 31.
S 52 51 11 11 70. 71.
• 35. 33. 33. 31 31.
PERCENT OF POINTS HIHIHUH ESI
N E S V
15 37 I 32.5 31.1 32.1
10 11.7 31.1 10.5 33.2
15 12 3 31.1 12.1 31.1
It 13.1 35.1 13 I 35.1
75 15 2 31.2 15 3 31 1
70 11.3 31.1 11.3 31.1
LUMEN-MICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J8
CONTRASTS
m. Y ABSOLUTE X-COORD!NATE<S>
COOR. 1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00 13.00 IS. 00 17.00 19.00
H«MHMM»MtMMf«M«M«MMHMHHMHH««HMHHHH
27.50 N .H5 .liS .145 -Hi .Hi .Hi .lit .lit .115 .Hi
E .1*9 .150 .151 .151 .151 .151 .150 .150 .152 .157
S .15* .152 .152 .153 .153 .15* .153 .153 .152 .15*
I .157 .152 .150 .150 .151 .151 .151 .151 .151 .150
22.50 N .155 .153 .15* .15* .155 .155 .155 .15* .15* .155
E .HI .HI .112 .HI .113 .112 .112 . 161 .111 .112
S .151 .15* .155 .151 .151 .151 .151 .155 .155 .151
i .113 112 161 .112 .112 .112 .113 .112 .112 .111
17.50 II .151 .15* .155 .151 .151 .151 .151 .155 .155 .157
E .153 .15* .155 .155 .155 .155 .15* .15* .155 .159
S .112 .HI .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .113
1 .HO .155 .15* .15* .155 .155 .155 .155 .15* .153
12.50 N .112 .111 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .113
E .152 .151 .155 .155 .155 .155 .15* .15* .155 .159
S .151 .15* .155 .15* .151 .151 .151 .155 .155 .157
• .110 .155 15* .15* .155 .155 .155 .155 .15* .153
7.50 N .151 .15* .155 .151 .151 .151 .151 .155 .155 .151
E .HO .111 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .111 .111 .112
S .155 .153 .154 .15* .155 .155 .155 .15* .153 .155
V .113 .112 .111 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 .111
2.50 » .153 .152 .152 .153 .153 .153 .153 .153 .152 .151
E .1*9 .150 .151 .151 .151 .151 .150 .150 .152 .151
S .lit .115 .115 .lit .Hi .lit .lit .lit .115 .HI
» .157 .152 .150 .150 .150 .151 .151 .151 .150 ISO
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3ACXGR0UND LIMMANCE
SBS. Y ABSOLUTE X-COOROINATE(S)
COOS. 1.0 ) 3.00 5J0 7.0 9.00 11.00 13.00 15.00 1 7.00 19.00
HMImmwn«WH«niiii«Hiiim«HHKf *<******
27.50 N 18 Si. 60. 62 63. 63 62. 60. 57. 50.
E 52 60. 63. 61 65. 61 63. 61. 56. 48.
S 55 61. 69. 73 71. 74 73. 71. 66. 57.
* (5 51. 60. 63 61. 61 61. 63. 61. 51.
22.50 N 55 65. 71. 71 76. 76 75. 72. 67. 58.
E 61 70. 77. 80 81. 81 79. 75. 69. 59.
S 59 69. 76. 80 81. 82 80. 77. 71. 62.
1 56 67. 71. 78 80. 81 80. 77. 71. 62.
17.50 N SO 71. 77. 80 82. 82 11. 78. 72. 63.
E 63 73. 78. 81 82. 82 80. 76. 69. 59.
S 63 71. 80. 81 85. 85 81. 81. 75. 66.
* 56 67. 75. 79 SI. 81 81. 79. 71. 65.
12.50 N (3 71. 80. 81 85. 85 81. 81. 75. 66.
E ' S3 73. 78. 81 82. 82 80. 76. 69. 59.
S 10 71. 77. 80 82. 82 81. 78. 72. 63.
U 56 67. 75. n 81. 81 81. 79. 71. 65.
7.50 » 59 69. 76. 80 81. 82 80. 77. 71. 62.
E 60 70. 76. 79 81. 81 79. 76. 69. 59.
S 55 65. 71. 71 75. 76 75. 72. 66. 58.
V 56 67. 71. 78 80. 80 79. 76. 71. 61.
2.50 N Si 63. 69. 72 71. 71 73. 70. 65. 57.
E 50 56. 61. 63 61. 64 63. 61. 56. 19.
S »8 55. 59. 61 62. 62 61. 60. 56. 50.
1 U 55. 60 62 61. 61 63. 62. 59. 52.
LUMEN-MICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J10
RELATIVE VISUAL PERFORMANCE
TftRBET OESCSI'TION: NUHSER 2 PENCIL OK HARD MITE TABLET PAPER
SPHERE CONTRAST: .HIT
FOR RVP CALCULATIONS
HORSING PLANE HEISHT: 1. 00
NORTH EAST SOUTH «ST TOTAL
AVERAGE t 1.000 AVERAGE 1.101 AVERAGE 1.001 AVERAGE 1.000 AVERAGE = 1.000
NINIHUN t.ooo MINIMUM 1.101 "IMIMUM 1.000 MINIMUM " 1.000 MINIMUM I l.lll
"AXIHUN i 1.101 MAXIMUM 1.101 MAXIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 1.008 MAXIMUM • 1.100
MEAN DEV. = .in MEAN DEV.= .101 MEAN DEV.= oil MEAN DEV.: 000 MEAM DEV.: .111
US. I ABSOLUTE 1-COORDIMATEIS)
COOR. 1.11 J.00 5.00 7.10 1.10 11.11 13.10 IS. 11 17.10 It. 11
11.50 M 1.001 1.100 1.010 1.000 1.001 1.011 1.110 1.001 1.000 1.000
E 1.101 1.100 1.010 1.010 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.101 1.101
5 1.110 1.101 1.110 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.111 1.001 1.111 1.000
I 1.100 1.100 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.111 1.000 1.100 1.111
22.51 • 1.100 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.111 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.110 1.000
E 1.000 1.010 1.001 1.111 1.001 1.101 1.111 1.100 1.100 1.101
S 1.100 1.010 1.011 1.001 1.101 1.111 1.101 1.101 1.001 1.000
» 1.011 1.110 1.001 1.111 1.110 1.101 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100
11.50 N 1.010 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.110 l.lll 1.100 1.101 1.001
E 1.001 1.001 1.101 1.100 1.011 1.111 1.111 1.100 1.110 1.100
S 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.100 1.000 1.100 1.100 1.101 1.111
I 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.100 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.011 1.100 1.000
12.50 N 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.100 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.100
E 1.111 1.101 1.100 1.000 1.011 1.000 1.010 1.010 1.000 1.011
S 1.001 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.000 1.010 1.111 1.000 1.000 1.000
• 1.001 1.111 1.100 1.000 1.011 1.111 1.111 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.51 N 1.101 1.100 1.001 1.110 1.010 1.000 1.010 1.110 1.100 1.000
E 1.000 1.000 1.010 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.000 1.000
S 1.011 1.110 1.010 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.010
I 1.011 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.111
2.51 I 1.110 1.010 1.000 1.001 1.111 1.111 1.101 1.101 1.111 1.111
E 1.100 1.001 1.001 1.100 1.110 1.100 1.001 1.100 1.000 1.111
S 1.110 1.001 1.000 1.011 1.111 1.100 1.000 1.100 1.100 1.101
• 1.011 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.110 1.011 1.111 1.111 1.100
PERCENT OF POINTS MINIMUM RVP
H E S V
15 1.000 1-000 1.000 1.000
10 1.001 1 100 1.000 1.100
IS l.lll 1.100 1.100 1.110
10 l.lll 1.100 1.000 1.111
15 ! 000 1.000 1.110 1.110
11 1.001 1.000 1.101 1.000
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•0RK1NS FLARE HEI6HT: J. SO
VERTICAL ILLURIRARCE
NORTH
AVERASE = 13. 77
*w.m is s;
m\m s S7.ii
MESH BEV.= 7.25
EAST
AVERA6E '
«!M«JJ« I
NAXim* i
MEAN SEV.'
11.21
2B.31
55.11
7.31
SOUTH
AVERA6E
m;«ij«
HAX1HUK
rear sev
•EST TOTAL
13.17 AVERASE I 31.0) AVERAGE 11.51
21.33 HIKIAUH : 21.31 MINtHUH 21.30
Si. 01 IUIIM Sl.lt AAXHUN 57. 11
7 .f.0 REAN 0EV.= 0.70 REAR SEV = 1 It
ABS. T
COOR.
ABSOLUTE I-COORDIHATEIS)
1.00 3.10 5.00 7.0) 1.0) 11 .00 13.00 15.00 17.00 11.0)
m«*f««*4«»t«<itf*t*miMmm*«NM«ii4tf«««*mi«Mftm*
7.50
N 2i. 27. 27. 27. 20. 20. 28. 2). 21. 21
E 17. 14, it. 12. 1). 30. 35. 32. 21. 20
S 11. II. 52. 51. 55. 55. SS. 53. 50. 17
• 21. 21. 21. 32 31. 31 11. 13 II. it
1 35- II. 10 It. 13. 13. 12. 11 10. 37
E 53. 52. 50. 11. IS. 12. 31 31. 30. 2)
S IS. 5). 53. 51. 57. 57 51. 51. 51. II
21. 21. 21. II. 31- 12. 15. 11 SO. 52
H 30. 12. 11. it n. 17. 11. 15. 13. 11
E 51. 51. 52. 50. 17. 13. 31. 31. 3). 21
S 1). a. 17. 11. 50. 5). It, li. It. 13
U 21. 25. 30. 35. 1). 11. 17. 51 52. 51
A 1). It IT 11. SO. 51. 51 II. li. 13
E 51. 51. 52 50. 17 13. 31 31. 30. 21
S 37. It. it. 15. it 17. It. 15. 13. 1)
II 21. 25. 30 35. 1) 11. 17. 50. 52. 51
II 15. 50. 51. 51. 57. 57. Si. 55. 52. II
E S3. 52. II. II. IS. 12. 30. 31. 30. 20
S 31. 37. 1). 11. 12. 12 11 11. 31. 37
V 21. 21 21. 31. 31 13. It. 10. 5). 52
II 11. 11 52- 51. SS- 55. 55. S3 5). 17
E 17. u 15. 13. II. 31. 31 32. 30 20
S 21. 25. 21. 21. 2i. 21. 21. 2t. 21. 27
II 22. 25 21. 33 li. 31 il. 13. 15. li
LUHEM-HXCRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J12
1VER1SE mm SURFICE EXITMCES
5UPFBCE nam eiitmce
NOSTH 21.52
E1ST 28.37
SOUTH 21 II
RST 21 11
FLOOR It. 12
CEILDIS 112.11
EX1TMCES 01 ROOK SURFACE: VEST
ASS 2 hisoluie
CNR. Y-C00R0IKME15)
LSI 3.01 i.Sl 1.0 7. SO 1.10 11.51 12.10 13.51 15.00 11. SI 11.00 11.51 21.00 22.51 21 00 25.50 27.00 21.51
11.10 SO. 17 11. Si SI. 55. 70 71 SS 51. 55 71 70 SS SO. 51 11. 17. SI
10.10 SI. 11. 12. SI 52. 51. 11 11 51 53. SI It 11 51 52. 51 12. 11
10.20 if. 11). 121. 73 12. 71 123 121 7S 13. 75 121 123 11 12. 73 121. HI
l.to 251 102. 111 211 212. 211. 130 132 311 211. 311 132 131 211 212. 2!) 111. 102 1S1
I.H 12. IS. 11. IS 10. 11. 11 11 11 11. 11 11 11 It 10. IS 11. IS
l.ll 33. 13. 11. 31 32. 35 11 u 35 32. 35 11 II 3S 32. 31 11 13
7.10 31. 37. 37. 31 31. 32. 31 31 32 31. 32 31 31 32 30. 31 31. 37
7.21 2). 31. 31. 3 3. 3. 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 31. 31
1.10 It. 3!. 32. 3 3. 3. 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 32. 32
1.00 21. 31. 31. 3 3. 3. 3 i 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 31. 31
5.10 21. 31. 31. 3 3. 3. 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 31. 31
1 10 21. 3D. 31. 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 31. 30
1.20 21. 2?. 31. 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 30. 21
J. 10 21. 21. 21. 3 3. 3. 3 1 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3. 3 21. 21
3.11 27. 21. 21. 2! 21. 21. 21 31 21 21. 21 31 21 21 21. 21 21. 21
2.10 21. 21. 21. 21 21. 21 21 21 21 21. 21 21 21 21 21. 21 21. 21
1.10 27. 21. 21. 21 U. 21. 2! 21 21 21. 21 21 21 21 21. 21 21. 21
1.20 27. 21. 21. 21 !l. 21. 21 21 21 21. 21 21 21 21 21. 21 21. 2!
11 27. 21. 21. 21 11. 21 21 21 21 21. 21 21 21 21 21. 21 21. 21
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2 !
LUHEH-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J14
I!
1
1
S !
:s :
s I
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1> Mt W» W» LT> in U~l LT> in I
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tr* —t -*
|
i
«=> u^ i
r=> LSI
Is
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» o m i
5 :
2 :
= re:
en «_«
LUHEN-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J18
ROOK CHARACTERISTICS
LUNIHAIRE DESCRIPTIONS:
LUKIHAIRE NUMBER: 1
DESCRIPTION:
P-ID-**N2IRS/URS-B»
FRON DATABASE FILE: LISKTJ-2
TOTAL INPUT NATTS: ItM
LUN1NA1RE X-DIHENSION: .12
LUHINAIRE Y-UINENSION: I. DO
LUHINAIRE Z-DIHENSIOH: .00
LAHP(S) DESCRIPTION: Fll/H
LUMENS: ilSO.
NUMBER OF SUBLAY0UT5: 1
CANOLEPONER VALUES, IN CANDELA5/CAN0LEP0NER HULTIPLY1NS FACTOR:
ANGLE
FRON ANSLE FROM 21 !EE PLANE
NADIR .0 22.5 15.0 17.5 90.1
.0 113 o 913.0 913.0 913.0 913.0
5.0 922.0 921.0 927.0 935.0 937.0
15.0 003.1 013.0 1*5.1 091.1 920.0
Z5.0 639.1 655.0 7*1.1 111.1 1*7.1
35.0 155.0 172.0 601.0 659.0 727.1
15.0 27*. 292.0 110.1 1(2.0 530
55.1 191.0 113.1 210.0 203.0 337.0
65.0 121.0 121.0 139.0 162.0 231.0
750 H.I 61.1 67.0 71.0 96.1
15.
»
H.O 13.0 15.0 12.0 11.
90.0 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0
K.I U.I 77.0 92.0 114.0 17.0
105.0 293.0 330.0 373.0 316.0 360.0
115.0 5*1.0 605.1 6*5.0 671.0 651.0
125.0 101.0 651.0 121.0 919.0 923.0
135. 101*. 10*1.0 11*0.0 1170 1 1115.0
115.0 1217.0 1253.0 1313.0 131*. 1351.0
155-0 1110.0 1107.1 111B.0 11*2.0 11*3.0
1*5.0 1513.0 1512.0 1521.1 1531.1 1529.0
1T5.I 15*1.0 1561.1 15*1.1 15*7.1 15*7.1
uo.o 15*7.0 15*7.0 15*7.1 15*7. 1547.1
SUBLATOUT NUMBER - 1
AIMING ANCLES OF PHOTOMETRIC NADIR: 1 t
IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES
ZERO 0E6REE PLANE ROTATED 91 DEGREES.
BASIC ORIENTATION OF UIM1NAIRE: DOW
X AND T-0IMENSI0N5 ACTUALLY USED: 1.11
2-OIMENSION ACTUALLY USED: .00
LUMINOUS SIDES ACTUALLY USED: NOME
SUSPENSION LEN5TH - !.5I
CANDLEPONER MULTIPLIER - .111
NUMBER OF COLUMNS - 5
NUMBER OF RONS - 1
LUNEN-HXCRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J19
COLUMM
COOR. 2.00 6.00 10.00 11.00 18.00
ROll
COOR. 3.75 11.25 18.75 21.25
ROOM DIMENSIONS:
TOTAL NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES: 20
TOTAL IATTS INPUT TO LUMINAIRES: 25BO.0
TOTAL IATTS PER UNIT AREA: 1.300
EAST-WEST
NORTH-SOUTH
HEIGHT
20.00
30.00
12.00
ROOM SURFACE REFLECTANCES:
SURFACE REFLECTANCE
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
KST
.50 INSERT COORDINATES, REFLECTANCE
.00 20.00 .00 .30 .00
.50 INSERT COORDINATES, REFLECTANCE
.00 30.00 .00 .30 .00
.50 INSERT COORDINATES, REFLECTANCE
.00 15.00 .00 .30 .00
15.00 18.00 .00 8.00 .20
18.00 20.00 .00 .30 .00
.50 INSERT COORDINATES, REFLECTANCE
5.00 25.00 3.50 7.70 .05
.00 30.00 '.00 .30 .00
FLOOR
CEILINS
LUMEH-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J20
CONTOUR PLOT
ILLUMINANCE
QUANTITY PLOTTED: FOOTCANDLES
SCALE: 1 INCH 1.0 FEET CRITERION: GREATER THAN 95.00
VALUES:
72.130
78.826 !
85. 222 2
91.418 3
99.011 i
101.109 5
110.805 8
117.201 7
123.597 8
129.993 9
SYMBOL:
COOR
28 2
23.5
18.8
11.
1
9.1
.0 *
LUMEN-MICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J21
CONTOUR PLOT
EQUIVALENT SPHERE ILLUMINATION NORTH VIEWING
QUANTITY PLOTTED: SPHERE ILLUMINANCE THAT PRODUCES EQUIVALENT VISIBILITY
PENCIL TARGET - CONCENTRIC RINGS 9 25 DEGREE VIEWING ANGLE
SCALE: 1 INCH = !.) FEET CRITERION: GREATER THAN 50.00
VALUES: SYMBOL
:
35.30b
40.2(3 1
15.180 2
50.117 3
55.053 I
59. MO 5
U.927 t
il.SU 7
71. SOI 8
79.730 9
COOR
28.2
23.5
U.I
9.4
1.7 -
LUHEN-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J22
CONTOUR PLOT
RELATIVE VISUAL PERFORMANCE NORTH VIEWING
QUANTITY PLOTTED: DECIMAL PERCENT OF MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
NUMBER 2 PENCIL ON HARD WHITE TABLET PAPER • FOR RVP CALCULATIONS
SCALE: 1 INCH = 1.0 FEET
VALUES: SYMBOL:
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1. 000
1.000
1.000 9
1.000 9
COOR
X-CDOR
1.1 ».l U.l 18.8
21.2 t
23.5 •
19.8
111
1.7
6888888 888888888 888988806 ««w«
8899989 899899998 MIMUW WWWW1
LUHEN-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J23
CONTOUR PLOT
VERTICAL ILLUMINANCE NORTH V1EUINE
QUANTITY PLOTTED: FOOTCANOLES
SCALE: 1 INCH = 8.0 FEET CRITERION: GREATER THAN 50.00
VALUES
25.524
2?. 037 1
32.551 2
36 Obi 3
39.577 i
13.091 5
II. Mi t
50.118 7
53.131 8
SYMBOL:
57. til 9
X-COOR
LUHEH-HICRO OUTPUT APPENDIX J24
en uj
Hfc
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ROOK SURFACE EIlTIHCiS
OWKTITY PLOTTED: LUKENS PE8 RUM FOOT
5MLE: 1 INCH = 1.1 FEET
:.:.:.5.;.;.i.w-;.;.!-'-'-=-«.= '-r .'-;-
\TPoV'"iWS' iV« 10 )H.W ll'O.'Ot 115.11 !0t
3.5 7.1 10. I U.I 111 11-2
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^^^^www
oe o
-' «
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DOW SUIFME IlLIIMMKES CEILING
HMHTITT PLOTTED : FOOTCANDLES
SMIE: 1 IKH ' t.O FEET
» ft'Vi'''ivnv"-iss"rt" iw.h us 10
•COOR
II.
21
J.
5
7.1 10.4 11.1 17.1 11.1
,-,*—>-.
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EVALUATION OF INTERIOR LIGHTING
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN SOFTWARE
by
CLARENCE E. WATERS
B. S. , Kansas State University, 1978
AN ABSTRACT OF A MASTER'S REPORT
submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Department of Architectural Engineering
and Construction Science
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Manhattan, Kansas
1988
This report provides a detailed evaluation of
interior lighting analysis and design software for use on
microcomputers to summarize the following for users of
lighting software: what software is available, from where
it is available, the software's capabilities, and positive
and negative aspects of the software. Each software
package was evaluated using a common standard room and a
common standard light fixture with standard lamp and
ballast.
Each software package was summarized as to the
following categories:
1. Cost
2. Required hardware
3. Memory space
4. Analysis type
5. Ease of data input
6. Ease of data revision
7. Program output
8. Speed
9. Documentation
10. Help screens
11. Program support
12. Fixture photometric files
13. Number of different fixture typeB per room
14. Quantity of rooms
15. Room shapes
16. Room reflectances
17. Graphics
18. Other program capabilities
